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In the fall of 1887, the Knights of Labor, the largest organization of workers in nineteenth-century America, attempted to organize sugar cane workers in and around the town of Thibodaux, Louisiana. The mostly black plantation workers were paid next to nothing and labored long hours in brutal conditions. Worse yet, many worked for bosses that just a few decades earlier had been their slave masters. Although they now had to make contracts with their former slaves, these masters-cum-bosses were still accustomed to exercising unquestioned control over their labor force.

The labor association suddenly challenging the plantation-owners’ authority was first organized in 1869 as “The Noble and Holy Order of the Knights of Labor” by a small group of Philadelphia garment workers. The Knights’ Preamble and Declaration of Principles said they had come together “for the purpose of organizing and directing the power of the industrial masses.” The phrase “industrial masses” was meant to communicate a certain egalitarian idea. The Knights believed that all workers, skilled and unskilled, white and black, had the right to defend their interests collectively and, as such, they had a common interest in belonging to a single labor organization. In fact, the Knights were the first national labor association ever to organize black workers together with whites on a mass basis – an effort not meaningfully duplicated in the United States for nearly a century. They aspired to draw disparate groups of workers together under the idea that everyone should have not just higher wages, shorter hours, or better conditions, but full economic...

---

independence. A life spent working should not be a life spent working under someone else’s will.

In pursuit of their emancipatory project, they had established assemblies of Knights everywhere from the male-dominated mines of rural Pennsylvania to the mostly female garment factories of New York to the railroads of Denver. The Knights’ expansion into the American South began in 1886 at their general assembly meeting in Richmond, Virginia. In a conspicuous show of racial solidarity, a black Knight named Frank Ferrell took the stage to introduce the Knights’ leader, Terence V. Powderly, before Powderly’s opening address. In defense of his controversial decision to have a black Knight introduce him, Powderly wrote “in the field of labor and American citizenship we recognize no line of race, creed, politics or color.”3 After the assembly, a number of Knights met with local contacts in Southern states such as South Carolina, Virginia, and Louisiana to organize workers and set up local assemblies.

Their plan in southern Louisiana was to organize the sugar workers and to present plantation owners with a choice: raise wages or face a crop-threatening strike. After the summer growing season, sugar had to be cut relatively quickly or be lost to frost, so a threat to withhold labor carried real weight. The Knights’ organizing drive in Louisiana quickly turned into one of the boldest, and most catastrophic, challenges to the plantocracy since the end of Reconstruction ten years earlier.4

Initial letters from local organizers in the sugar parishes showed little awareness of the looming danger. From late August to early November 1887, The Journal of United Labor, the official paper of the Knights of Labor, received mostly positive updates from organizers in Louisiana. A message dated August 29, 1887 reports “three new Local Assemblies, located at Thebodeaux, Chacahoula and Abbeville.” After mentioning employer threats to replace potential strikers with convict laborers, the Louisiana Knight concludes with the assurance that “an amicable settlement, satisfactory to both sides, can be arranged.”5 A week later, a letter from Terrebonne, Louisiana mentions a success at organizing, despite “employers on plantations” having “taken all possible means to harm the Order.” The reporting Knight also observes that employees receive their mere 50 cents per day in “pasteboard tickets” redeemable only at over-priced local plantation stores. Widely used throughout the United States at the time, these tickets or “scrip” had the sole purpose of keeping workers bound to a specific employer. Small wonder a Knight from Terrebonne said their effect was to “make you a slave” and reported that they had become an

---

3 Terence V. Powderly, Thirty Years of Labor 1859–1889 (Columbus, OH: Excelsior Publishing House, 1889), 659.
5 “Morgan City, LA., Aug. 29, 1887,” The Journal of United Labor VIII, no. 11 (September 17, 1887), 2491. The Journal of United Labor, hereafter JUL.
issue in negotiations with planters.\textsuperscript{6} In a September 21 message, an organizer in another sugar town wrote that, despite having to keep their membership in the Knights a secret, the local workers are “doing splendidly.” A similar report from a neighboring parish on October 3 stated “we are progressing rapidly down here.”\textsuperscript{7}

Knights had good reason for their initial optimism. By late 1887, one district assembly in the bayou region claimed 5,000 black members, more than forty local assemblies were spread across New Orleans and planter country, and the membership included some of the most influential black leaders from the heady days of Reconstruction.\textsuperscript{8} A spirit of self-assertion not seen for more than a decade blew through the cane fields. If planters would not raise wages and pay in currency rather than pasteboard tickets, then the Knights were ready to call a strike for November 1. The planters refused, threatening to use convict labor to replace ordinary workers. Uncowed, thousands of workers struck.\textsuperscript{9}

Soon after, reports that found their way to the Journal’s main office up north in Philadelphia had turned noticeably darker. On November 17, the Journal printed a letter from Franklin, Louisiana saying, “we are having some excitement … on account of a strike. The planters and the Governor, with the militia, are endeavoring to crush the Order out of existence.” Despite these ominous signs, the author still hoped that “by January 1 we will be in good trim to lease (on the co-operative plan) a good plantation.”\textsuperscript{10} In the face of military threats, the Knights continued to believe not only that they could raise wages but, more remarkably, that they could organize black workers to own and manage a plantation for themselves. This was no mere pipe dream. Just 400 miles away, near Birmingham, Alabama, Knights had founded two cooperative settlements. Named “Powderly” and “Trevellick” after leading Knights, these towns were to serve as organizing hubs and, by the time of the sugar strike, included a cooperative cigar works and iron foundry.\textsuperscript{11} We shall return shortly to the wider significance of this “co-operative plan.”

On November 26, the Journal printed a letter describing the Knights’ defiance of the “many companies of State militia, with their Gatling [sic] guns,” who were attempting to force the striking workers back to the fields. Little did

\textsuperscript{6} “Terrebonne, LA., Sept. 5, 1887,” JUL VIII, no. 12 (September 26, 1887), 2496.

\textsuperscript{7} “Little Cailliou, LA., Oct 3, 1887,” JUL VIII, no. 15 (October 15, 1887), 2508; “Hocma, LA., Sept. 21, 1887,” JUL VIII, no. 13 (October 1, 1887), 2500.

\textsuperscript{8} Scott, Degrees of Freedom, 61–93.

\textsuperscript{9} According to Scott, the oft-repeated number of 10,000 striking workers is exaggerated but it is still very likely the numbers were in the thousands. Ibid., 81.

\textsuperscript{10} “Franklin, LA.,” JUL VIII, no. 20 (November 17, 1887), 2528.

\textsuperscript{11} Clare Dahlberg Horner, Producers’ Co-Operatives in the United States, 1865–1890 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1978), 40–1; Steven Leikin, The Practical Utopians: American Workers and the Cooperative Movement in the Gilded Age (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 2004), 73.
the Journal’s editors know that by the time they had printed that letter the Louisiana state militia had broken the strike and corralled thousands of strikers into the town of Thibodaux, where a state district judge promptly placed them all under martial law. State militia then withdrew, intentionally leaving the town to a group of white citizen-vigilantes called the “Peace and Order Committee,” who happened to have been organized by the same judge that declared martial law. Upon meeting resistance from the penned in strikers, the white vigilantes unleashed a three-day torrent of killing, from November 21 to November 23, on the unarmed cane-workers and their families. “No credible official count of the victims of the Thibodaux massacre was ever made,” writes one historian, but “bodies continued to turn up in shallow graves outside of town for weeks to come.” Precise body counts were beside the point. The question of who ruled town and country, plantation and courthouse, had been answered. As a mother of two white vigilantes put it, “I think this will settle the question of who is to rule[,] the nigger or the white man? For the next 50 years …” A few months later, the Knights continued to organize in parts of Louisiana and elsewhere in the South, but the slaughter at Thibodaux put strict limits on the black worker’s struggle for economic independence and equal rights in the South. Farming a plantation “on the co-operative plan” was not even a dream deferred; it was easy to forget it had ever been a possible world the cane cutters might live in. The Knights, meanwhile, were soon reduced to an historical footnote.

The officially sanctioned mob violence at Thibodaux was one of many over the course of Southern history. In each case, a challenge to race-based class rule was met with vigilante justice in the name of white supremacy. In this case, however, it is worth noting that the Knights articulated their challenge in a specific, not well-remembered, language of freedom. From the abolition of slavery to the end of Reconstruction, many freed slaves sought more than legal recognition as equal citizens. They felt their liberation included the right not to have a master at all. They refused to work for former masters, even when offered a formal labor contract and wages. Instead, when possible, they seized or settled land set aside for them and worked it individually or in joint “labor companies.” Former slaves asserted their independence at all levels by organizing their own militias to protect their rights, by working their own property, by voting as they wished, and by holding local and national office. This

---

12 Scott, Degrees of Freedom, 85.
13 Quoted in ibid. 87.
15 Scott, Degrees of Freedom, 36; Foner, Nothing but Freedom, 79–90.
radical moment of Reconstruction was quickly suppressed and the collapse of Reconstruction in 1877 spelled the end of any but the narrowest interpretation of what emancipation would mean.  

When the Knights of Labor swept into Louisiana a decade later, they not only revived old hopes about self-organization and economic independence. They also integrated these regional aspirations of former slaves into a recast national ideology of republican freedom. The aforementioned hopeful parenthesis – “by January 1 we will be in good trim to lease (on the co-operative plan) a good plantation” – speaks to this ideological shift. No doubt black laborers and local leaders heard echoes of the short-lived Reconstruction-era “labor companies” and black militias in this new language of self-directed “co-operative plans.” Their enemies certainly did. The Thibodaux Sentinel, a racist local paper hostile to the Knights’ organizing efforts, warned “against black self-organization by trying to remind whites and blacks of what happened a generation earlier, in the days of black militias, and white vigilantism” and evoked “the old demons of violence and arson by ‘black banditti.'” But former slaves were now also modern workers, and the Knights trumpeted the same emancipatory language throughout the nation, heralding “co-operation” as a solution to the problems facing wage-laborers everywhere. If their message carried special historical resonances in the South, the Knights added a new universalizing and solidaristic note. This program of liberation through cooperative self-organization, articulated in the transracial language of making all workers into their own employers, scared northern industrialists just as much as Southern planters. In fact, if we see the Thibodaux massacre as just a Southern race story, then we run the risk of unintentionally and retrospectively ceding too much to the plantocracy and its attempts to control labor relations by transforming economic conflicts into questions of racial superiority. After all, wherever the Knights went and wherever their message of cooperation and independence took hold, they were met with violence not all that different from that of Southern vigilantes. Throughout the 1870s, 1880s, and 1890s, the Knights faced private violence from employers and their hired guns, most notoriously the Pinkertons. The Pinkertons operated in legal grey zones, sometimes with outright legal sanction from the courts, and often in cooperation with National Guards or even Federal troops. In fact, on occasion it was the public violence of the state that was responsible for spectacular acts of legally sanctioned murder and coercion.  

16 Foner, Nothing but Freedom, 90–110. On the black militias in Louisiana, see Scott, Degrees of Freedom, 50–58.  
17 Scott, Degrees of Freedom, 80.  
this unholy alliance of the state with the “Pinkerton Armed Force,” its spies and “provocative agents,” as a kind of “Bonapartism in America,” threatening to turn “the free and independent Republic of the United States of America” into the “worm-eaten Empire of Napoleon the Third.” Just as in Thibodaux, the lines between vigilante violence and legal coercion sometimes blurred into indistinction. What, then, was the idea of freedom that triggered such extreme responses?

The Knights of Labor represented the culmination of a radical, labor republican tradition. Their starting premise was that “there is an inevitable and irresistible conflict between the wage-system of labor and the republican system of government.” Wage-labor was considered a form of dependent labor, different from chattel slavery, but still based on relations of mastery and subjection. Dependent labor was inconsistent with the economic independence that every republican citizen deserved. That is why, in the name of republican liberty, these Knights sought “to abolish as rapidly as possible, the wage system, substituting co-operation therefore.” Here was the source of their “co-operative plan,” which they found as applicable to the cane fields of Louisiana as to the shoe factories of Massachusetts. The Knights wrote the cooperative program into their official constitution, the Declaration of Principles of the Knights of Labor, and, at their peak, organized thousands of cooperatives across the country. The cooperative ideal threatened Southern planters, Northern industrialists and Western railroad owners alike because it struck at the dominant industrial relations between employer and employee. Affording all workers shared ownership and management of an enterprise, whether a sugar plantation, newspaper press, or garment factory, was – according to the Knights – the only way to secure to everyone their social and economic independence. The abolition of slavery two decades earlier was but the first step in a broader project of eliminating all relations of mastery and subjection in economic life. Although these ideas had been around well before the Civil War, it was only the abolition of chattel slavery and the rise of industrial capitalism that allowed the republican critique of wage-labor to come forward as a unifying, national cause. As


19 John Swinton, “Bonapartism in America,” John Swinton’s Paper II, no. 100 (September 6, 1885). Hereafter John Swinton’s Paper cited as JSP.


22 On the cooperatives in Stoneham, MA, see Leikin, The Practical Utopians, 89–115.

23 For the constitution, see Powderly, “Knights of Labor Platform – Declaration of Principles of the Knights of Labor,” 30–3. Best estimates are that the Knights established approximately 500 producer cooperatives and thousands of consumer cooperatives. Leikin, The Practical Utopians, 2.
Ira Steward, a child of abolitionists and prominent post-war labor republican, wrote in 1873, “something of slavery still remains . . . something of freedom is yet to come.”

**Labor and Republican Liberty**

Although not nearly the topic of scholarly interest they once were, labor historians have long known about the Knights of Labor and their predecessors. These “labor republicans” are usually, and fairly, seen as something of a hopeful or utopian moment in the growth of an otherwise more conservative American labor movement. Their meteoric rise was only outpaced by their collapse. By the time of the Thibodaux massacre, the Knights were beginning their rapid decline. The more enduring, if much less radical, American Federation of Labor overtook them by the end of the century. But the Knights were not just a passing phase in American working-class formation. Their rise and fall is not only of importance to scholars of American political and labor history. The Knights were also a local, American chapter in the wider development of what has come to be known as republican political thought.

The aim of this book is to interpret labor republicans as a substantial contribution to this republican tradition. Although labor historians have documented the way the language of republican liberty and civic virtue articulated class grievances in a peculiarly American vernacular, historians of political thought have failed to register the significance of this labor scholarship, let alone of the nineteenth-century voices themselves. Perhaps that is because historians of political thought assume there is nothing here but one of those peculiarities

---


of American history. If so, then they make a serious mistake. Those supposedly exceptional features of American history – race and slavery, immigration and the frontier, industrialization without a major socialist party – are better seen as elements of historical experience that sharpened labor reformers’ focus on what republican liberty could mean in a modern economy. Precisely because Americans fought such a vigorous and intellectually productive battle over the relationship between slavery and freedom, they also uncovered long-standing paradoxes as well as conceptual resources in the republican tradition itself. These peculiarities of American history gave them a special sensitivity to the problem of slave labor, and through that, to the connection between republican liberty and labor relations generally. The claim that wage-labor was inconsistent with republican government reflected something more than a judgment about the Deep South or the United States. It also showed the usefulness of republican language when speaking to new, intercontinental experiences of domination in the modern economy as a whole. That is likely one reason why the Knights were able to organize assemblies not just in the United States but also in Canada, Belgium, England, France, and New Zealand. A political tradition that, in the hands of originating figures such as Cicero, once sanctioned deference, inequality, and slavery, had now become a serious threat to existing forms of domination and inequality. How did this happen? What were the ideological transformations that allowed for such an inversion of what had once been an aristocratic tradition?

Republican Political Thought

The answers to those questions require us to revise our understanding of the republican tradition. However, I should note that, although this book is a contribution to scholarship on republican political thought, it did not begin that way. Originally, I conceived it as a critique of that scholarship from a broadly speaking Marxist standpoint. I noticed that the major works of republican political philosophy and legal theory had little distinctive to say about the social question in general, and about modern forms of labor domination in particular. The landmark works on the history of republican thought had an


18 These were, at the time, Pettit’s Republicanism, Sandel’s Democracy’s Discontent, and Dagger’s Civic Virtues, as well as a few essays on economic regulation and basic income. For example, Philip Pettit, “Freedom in the Market,” Politics, Philosophy & Economics 5, no. 2 (June 1, 2006), 131–49; Philip Pettit, “A Republican Right to Basic Income?,” Basic Income Studies 2, no. 2 (December 2007), 1–8; Nien-hê Hsieh, “Rawlsian Justice and Workplace Republicanism,” Social Theory and Practice 31, no. 1 (2005), 115–42; Richard Dagger, “Neo-Republicanism
analogous defect. They limited themselves to the early modern period, roughly
the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries, which spans the recovery of classical
republicanism by the Italian humanists and the transmission of their ideas to
the British commonwealthsmen and American rebels. Although these works
showed in different ways that some classical idea of freedom was revived so as
to criticize various forms of ‘political slavery,’ such as absolute monarchy and
colonial government, scholars fell well short of discussing the history of reflec-
tion on actual slavery, let alone the importance of the nineteenth-century labor
question. The prevailing historical scholarship gave the strong impression that
nothing conceptually meaningful happened in the republican tradition after
the American Revolution.

Originally, I thought these scholarly limitations reflected real limitations. It
appeared that the republican tradition simply lacked the theoretical resources
to comprehend, let alone provide a coherent response to, the modern forms of
economic domination and the corresponding demands for freedom. In partic-
ular, it seemed that the republican tradition remained too strongly wedded to
two institutions, private property and slavery, to generate a significant, modern
response to industrial capitalism. The republican defense of the rights of prop-
erty against the propertyless, even when stretched to include small property-
owners seeking protection against speculators and rentiers, seemed incapable
of addressing the needs of poor workers, let alone the wider questions of how
to organize production and consumption on an egalitarian basis. As for slavery,

and the Civic Economy,” Politics, Philosophy & Economics 5, no. 2 (June 1, 2006), 151–75;
University Press, 1997). On legal republicanism, see the symposium in the 1988 Yale Law Review,
especially Sunstein’s and Michelman’s essays. Cass Sunstein, “Beyond the Republican Revival,”
Law Journal 97, no. 8 (July 1988), 1493–537. Also Bruce Ackerman, We the People: Foundations
(Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1991); Morton J. Horwitz,
“Republicanism and Liberalism in American Constitutional Thought,” William & Mary Law
Review 29 (1987), 57–74. Only William Forbath and James Pope gave labor republicanism any
sustained attention in their important essays. William Forbath, “Ambiguities of Free Labor:
Labor and the Law in the Gilded Age” Wis. L. Rev. (1985), 767; James Gray Pope, “Labor’s

Quentin Skinner, “Machiavelli’s Discorsi and the Pre-Humanist Origins of Republican Ideas,”
in Machiavelli and Republicanism, ed. Gisela Bock Maurizio Viroli Quentin Skinner, vol. 120
Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton, NJ:
Eighteenth Century,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 3, no. 1 (Summer 1972), 119–34;
Maurizio Viroli, Republicanism (New York: Hill and Wang, 2002); Nelson, The Greek Tradition
in Republican Thought; Mark Jurdjovic, “Virtue, Commerce, and the Enduring Florentine
Republican Moment: Reintegrating Italy Into the Atlantic Republican Debate” Journal of
the History of Ideas 62, no. 4 (2001), 721–43; Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth Century
Commonwealthman (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 2004); Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of
the American Republic, 1776–1787 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998);
Pettit, Republicanism; Skinner, Liberty Before Liberalism, 17–50.
even if modern republicanism was not inescapably tied to the institution itself, its conceptual apparatus was too linked to the peculiarity of that experience to make sense of the market. Slavery, as an experience of personal subjection to a specific master, was rather different from the forms of domination a person might experience in the anonymous labor market. The shift to the modern labor market, the rise of an industrial proletariat, and the transformation of property composed elements of a historical reality that could not fit the republican vocabulary. That, I thought, was why republicanism had no intellectual history beyond the eighteenth century, even if it had a political and labor history. There was good reason why Marxism eclipsed the republican demand for liberty, both in theory and practice. Or so it seemed.

However, episodes such as the Thibodaux massacres, and figures such as Ira Steward, gave me pause. After deeper investigation, it became clear to me that those working in political philosophy and the history of political thought had simply overlooked the dynamism of the very tradition they sought to recover. By ending their narrative with the American Revolution, they let the curtain fall on the drama of modern republicanism just as a new set of actors took the stage and as another act was about to begin. The nineteenth century was a period of intense self-reflection for the republican tradition because of internal class challenges to some of its deepest assumptions. As artisans and wage-laborers seized the language of republican liberty and civic virtue, they brought to the fore a series of paradoxes and puzzles. They also exploited and developed conceptual possibilities that had, until then, remained dormant or marginal to the republican tradition’s primary concerns. These labor republicans developed the conceptual material both for criticizing “wage-slavery” and for generating a demand for a cooperative commonwealth. Although not quite the same language as Marx, this was clearly no stale mode of thought incapable of responding to the times. Any reckoning with the republican tradition would first have to reconstruct the political ideas of these nineteenth-century labor republicans and give them their full place not just in American history, but in modern political thought.

Rehabilitation and Renewal

Reconstructing labor republicanism as a form of political theory is not just a matter of filling gaps in our historical knowledge. Instead, it goes to the heart of the republican revival’s central aspiration: the rehabilitation of a lost language of freedom. Quentin Skinner, one of the leading figures in this scholarly movement, argues that, “we have inherited two rival and incommensurable theories of negative liberty.” The dominant, liberal theory defines freedom as “non-interference.” The lost, republican theory defines freedom as
“non-domination.” Whereas liberals worry only about the narrow case in which others actually interfere with our choices, republicans, it is said, are concerned with the wider condition in which others can interfere even if they never actually do. That is why for republicans, but not liberals, dependence on another’s will is the defining condition of unfreedom. As Philip Pettit, another key neo-republican scholar, puts it, the great virtue of this tradition is that “enslavement and subjection are the great ills, and independence and status the supreme goods.” Yet, say neo-republicans, the conceptual distinction between these two theories of freedom is hardly even recognized.

According to these scholars, there was once an out-and-out struggle between these two theories of liberty, which took the form of an early modern political conflict between republican parliamentarians, represented by figures such as Algernon Sidney, and liberal monarchists, represented by figures such as Thomas Hobbes. On Skinner’s account, “Hobbes’s counter-revolutionary challenge eventually won the day.” Worse yet, says Pettit, the liberal view “succeeded in staging this coup d’etat without anyone noticing the usurpation that had taken place.” Thus, when Isaiah Berlin famously said there are only two coherent ways of speaking about liberty, one negative and one positive,

51 On the language of “non-domination” see Pettit, Republicanism, 51–79. I only received Pettit’s latest restatement, On the People’s Terms: A Republican Theory and Model of Democracy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), too late to incorporate in any meaningful way into this book. But it would not have forced any large changes to my argument, especially because Pettit’s book, even though it refines the language of “non-domination,” is not a rewriting of the history of republicanism or the problematic of slavery and freedom.


53 Pettit, Republicanism, 132.

54 Pettit, A Third Concept of Liberty, 247.

55 Pettit, Republicanism, 50.

he reproduced at the conceptual level a political defeat. This defeat has been
naturalized. According to Skinner, we have become “bewitched into believing
that the ways of thinking about [concepts like freedom] bequeathed to us by
the mainstream of our intellectual traditions must be the ways of thinking
about them,” which then constrains our political imagination.37 The task of
historical scholarship is to denaturalize this way of thinking about freedom
by making us aware that the present constellation of values and conceptual
possibilities is neither necessary nor self-evidently the best.

After all, say neo-republicans, the unnatural strictures on our way of think-
ing about freedom serves certain interests. The liberal concept of “freedom as
non-interference remains tied to the sector of interest and opinion that first
gave it prominence and currency.” This original sector is the “class of profit-
seeking entrepreneurs and professionals,” self-servingly blind to certain kinds
of unfreedom that appear in the private economic domain.38 The predominant
theory of freedom is indifferent to certain forms of unfreedom that deserve our
attention, especially in areas such as the economy and the family. Although
neo-republicans acknowledge that their concepts were also once tied to a priv-
ileged sector of society, “freedom as non-domination transcends its origins.”39
The general hostility to “enslavement and subjection,” they say, drives republi-
canism to “articulate grievances which far outrun the complaints of its found-
ing communities.”40

Surprisingly, despite these broad claims about the critical power of the
republican theory of liberty, these scholars have given us few clear historical
eamples of moments in which republicanism fully “transcends its origins.”
Although there is extensive historical scholarship on the early modern repub-
lican argument for self-government, these works are of limited use in showing
how republicanism goes substantially beyond its classical origins. Were
American colonists, who invoked their republican liberty against the arbitrary
power of the British Crown in Parliament, really attacking “enslavement and
subjection” itself or were they interested in self-government because it pro-
tected their own private domination of slaves and Native Americans? Did
colonists seek their independence in order to be more secure in their abil-
ity to deprive others of their independence? Doubts such as these are why
neo-republicans have been subject to the bruising counter-criticism that their
own tradition is inescapably inegalitarian and aristocratic.41 Critics argue

38 Pettit, Republicanism, 132.
39 Ibid., 133. For a similar theory of the origins of the liberal view, see also Sandel, Democracy's
Discontent, 168–84.
40 Pettit, Republicanism, 132.
‘Guicciardinian Moments,’” Political Theory 31, no. 5 (October 2003), 615–43; Eric Ghosh,
“From Republican to Liberal Liberty,” History of Political Thought XXIX, no. 1 (2008),
that republicanism is an ideology that is tied to the uncompromising defense of private property against redistribution,\(^{42}\) whose theory of liberty is compatible with various forms of undemocratic political life,\(^{43}\) and whose political culture is deeply implicated in conservative traditions of patriotic unity and caste-like customs of deference.\(^{44}\) What makes these criticisms so forceful is that they draw on actual historical examples of the demand for republican liberty being coupled with self-conscious defenses of these inegalitarian political and social arrangements. Where exactly is the “transcendence of origins”?\(^{45}\)

Neo-republicans such as Skinner and Pettit readily acknowledge the deep roots of their thinking not just in the classical republics but in one of their most unjust institutions: slavery. As Skinner reminds us, modern republicans “owe their phraseology entirely to the analysis of freedom and slavery at the outset of the *Digest* of Roman law.”\(^{46}\) The Roman law says that, “the fundamental division within the law of persons is that all men are either free or are slaves.”\(^{47}\) In the master-slave relationship, the slave is under the arbitrary power of the master: “[T]he master’s power is said to be arbitrary in the sense that it is always open to him to govern his slaves, with impunity, according to his mere arbitrium, his own will, and desires.”\(^{48}\) Given this description of slavery, it is no wonder dependence on another’s will is the condition to be avoided. In fact, as neo-republicans frequently observe, the republican tradition gets its grip on the social world through the extension of these classical metaphors of mastery and subjection. If “the lack of freedom suffered by slaves is not basically due to their being constrained or interfered with in the exercise of any of their specific choices” but because “they remain subject to the will of their masters,”\(^{49}\) then the category of “slave” has potentially enormous scope. It is applicable to any relationship bearing these basic features. The origin of republican thinking in Roman jurisprudence appears here not as a liability but as an asset, the fulcrum for its ability to pry open and criticize subjection in various domains of social life.

---


\(^{46}\) *The Institutes of Justinian*, trans. J. B. Moyle (BiblioBazaar, 2008), I.iii.

\(^{47}\) Skinner, “Freedom as the Absence of Arbitrary Power,” 86.

\(^{48}\) Ibid., 89–90.
Nevertheless, if “in the republican tradition ... liberty is always cast in terms of the opposition between liber and servus, citizen and slave,” it is notable how little neo-republicans say about the actual servus. There is almost a sleight of hand whereby the formal acknowledgement that the republican theory originates in and draws its inspiration from slavery excuses the need for any further reflection regarding how, in the classical republics, the freedom of citizens presupposed the unfreedom of slaves. These scholars sometimes make it appear that because their theory of freedom arises from a conceptual opposition with slavery their tradition is naturally disposed to say, “enslavement and subjection are the great evils.” But the opposite is just as true. Historically and conceptually “enslavement and subjection are the great evils” not because the free citizen hates slavery but because he thinks he does not deserve the servitude that others rightfully deserve. Or, at least, the liber seeks his libertas even if that means others must remain servi. Whether liberty is consistent with equality, whether republican liberty can be universalized, is at best an open question. The question of whether republicanism can be egalitarian and critical in the way that its defenders hope and its critics deny hinges on settling this central ambiguity.

The best chance republicanism had of “transcending” its aristocratic origins and of developing an egalitarian critique of enslavement and subjection was when someone other than society’s dominant elite used republican language to articulate their concerns. That is precisely what happened when nineteenth-century artisans and wage-laborers appropriated the inherited concepts of independence and virtue and applied them to the world of labor relations. The attempt to universalize the language of republican liberty, and the conceptual innovations that took place in the process, were their contribution to this political tradition.

Over the course of the next five chapters, we trace this complex process of conceptual change and development. This process involved a series of overlapping steps, each of which required real intellectual effort not to mention significant political conflict. This was no straightforward or unproblematic extension of republican concepts to a new domain. No, something conceptually and politically meaningful happened after the American Revolution. The following telling example gives us a brief preview of this process of ideological extension. In June, 1882, the Journal of United Labor published the following definition of “slavery”:

The weight of chains, number of stripes, hardness of labor, and other effects of a master’s cruelty, may make one servitude more miserable than another; but he is a slave who serves the gentlest man in the world, as well as he who serves the worst; and he does serve him if he must obey his commands and depend upon his will.

49 Pettit, Republicanism, 31. See also Chaim Wirszubski, Libertas as a Political Idea at Rome during the Late Republic and Early Principate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), 1–2.

50 “Slavery,” JUL III, no. 2 (June 1882), 248.
All the hallmarks of republican thinking are there. The great evil is dependence on another’s will; the benevolence of that will is irrelevant; servitudes vary in their form and misery but they are servitudes all the same. Remarkably, it turns out that these lines are taken verbatim from Algernon Sidney’s staunchly republican *Discourses on Government*, which was written exactly 200 years earlier, between 1681 and 1683. The *Discourses* were an attack on monarchy by way of a page-by-page critique of Robert Filmer’s famous monarchist tract, *Patriarcha*. Sidney’s work earned him an arbitrary trial and summary execution at the hands of Charles II’s despotic magistrates. The *Discourses* are shot through with the language of freedom and slavery, announcing at the very beginning the core distinction that structures the work as a whole: “[L]iberty solely consists in an independency upon the will of another, and by the name of slave we understand a man, who can neither dispose of his person nor goods, but enjoys all at the will of his master.”

Yet Sidney, like many republicans before him, was primarily concerned with forms of government. The relevant slavery was to a public magistrate, prince, or king, uncontrolled by law and public opinion. However, two centuries later, the Knights were putting these same words to use to criticize a different subjection altogether: the domination of employers. Like Sidney, they thought that the republican definition of slavery made it possible to criticize a wide range of power relationships, not just chattel slavery, but they could rely on much less historical precedent for their practical use of this language than Sidney and his predecessors could. In fact, Sidney himself seems to have thought public freedom was consistent with a large degree of private domination. He wrote, with respect to “my house, land, or estate; I may do what I please with them, if I bring no damage upon others.” That is because a republican society “leaves me at liberty to take servants, and put them away at my pleasure. No man ... can
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53 The most careful analysis of Sidney's use of these metaphors is Houston, Algernon Sidney and the Republican Heritage in England and America, 101-45.
55 Although, of course, these earlier figures altered their heritage in important ways. For instance, as James Hankins notes, the idea that a self-governing republic was the only legitimate form of government was an early modern invention. James Hankins, “Exclusivist Republicanism and the Non-Monarchical Republic,” *Political Theory* 38, no. 4 (July 27, 2010), 452-82. However, note the important qualification that many modern defenders of republican liberty did not think active self-government was a necessary condition for enjoying non-domination. Werner Maihofer, “The Ethos of the Republic and the Reality of Politics,” in *Machiavelli and Republicanism*, ed. Quentin Skinner and Maurizio Viroli Gisela Bock (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 283-92; Daniel Lee, “Popular Liberty, Princely Government, and the Roman Law in Hugo Grotius’s De Jure Belli Ac Pacis,” *Journal of the History of Ideas* 72, no. 3 (July 2011), 371-92.
tell me whether I am well or ill served by them. Nay, the state takes no other
cognizance of what passes between me and them, than to oblige me to per-
form the contracts I make.”

In fact, not only did Sidney further believe that propertyless servants did not deserve the vote, but he repeatedly argued that “if there be a contest between me and my servant concerning my service, I only
am to decide it: He must serve me in my own way, or be gone if I think fit, tho
he serve me never so well; and I do him no wrong in putting him away.”

The private realm of voluntary contracts remained a place where some serve others “at their pleasure,” where servants must accept their employer’s “own way” and expect no reciprocal consideration, and where they can claim “no wrong” in the treatment to which they agreed. This is a picture of arbitrary rule by one man over another. For Sidney, private economic domination was perfectly con-
sistent with, even an inextricable part of, his program of quasi-secular republic-
ian insurrection. No man was a king, but every leading citizen was a minor
despot. Sidney could not have better articulated the view that labor republicans
would later attack using Sidney’s own language.

We can see, then, the transposition of the republican program to the domain
of private labor relationships was no simple matter. Despite Sidney’s popular-
ity among some later radicals, there were many twists and turns before the
kinds of arguments he had made could be carried into mines and factories, not
to mention the Louisiana sugar country. The labor republicans had to solve a
number of interrelated problems if their tradition was to remain a universaliz-
ing language of emancipation. The structure of this book reproduces the pro-
gressive unfolding of these various challenges.

As Chapter 1 shows, modern republicans inherited a special dilemma, which
I call the “paradox of slavery and freedom.” Simply stated, this paradox was a
conflict between two propositions. The first was that the independence of
the republican citizen presupposed the dependence of slaves. The second was
that belief in human equality required that political values be applicable to all,
or “universalizable.” Republican liberty seemed to conflict with human equal-
ity. This was no mere logical paradox; it was an out-and-out historical con-
frontation over the institution of slavery itself. It was not without reason that
American slave-owners thought they were the true torchbearers of classical
republicanism. However, one important resolution of the paradox, emerging
in the confrontation with those slave-owners, was the idea of a republic of
free laborers. This free labor ideal defined independence as a condition of self-
controlling labor that all could enjoy. The ideal was meant to resolve the ten-
sion between freedom and equality in favor of a universalizable conception of
economic independence.

57 Ibid., 339.
However, as Chapter 2 shows, the free labor ideal was beset by a further ambiguity. Was wage-labor a form of free labor? The wage-laborer had been a liminal presence in early modern republicanism, but the rise of industrial capitalism pressed on this question with new intensity, even before the slavery issue was settled. The anonymous interdependence of the labor market and the growth of large-scale industrial labor processes seemed to eliminate all forms of purely personal dependence. But it also put new dependences in their place, not to mention threatened the small-scale proprietorship that had given the free labor ideal its social basis. One response to this dilemma, offered by nineteenth-century “laissez-faire republicans,” was to say that the wage-laborer was economically independent in the morally relevant way. The wage-laborer controlled his labor the way any property-owner controlled his property, thus wage-labor was free labor and the paradox of slavery and freedom finally resolved.

Labor republicans rejected this position. As the final three chapters show, they incorporated conceptual elements from political economy and cooperative socialism to argue that the wage-laborer, though not a chattel slave, was still subject to various new kinds of economic dependence. Wage-labor was in fact wage-slavery. Only the cooperative commonwealth, a condition in which all workers exercised joint ownership and control over industrial enterprises, could offer everyone a condition of free labor. This vision not only responded to laissez-faire republican arguments, but overcame the nostalgic agrarianism of earlier generations unwilling to think through what republican liberty could mean in an industrial society.

These ideas about cooperation and independence spilled over into a new conception of civic virtue. Republicans had conventionally argued that virtue was a set of qualities whose purpose was to preserve existing free institutions and that had to be coercively inculcated by the state. Labor republicans, in contrast, reinterpreted these virtues as habits of cooperation and collective action that the dependents cultivated in themselves so as to transform society. Civic virtue became a principle of active solidarity. The cooperative commonwealth would make wage-slaves free, but only if wage-slaves brought this cooperative commonwealth into being themselves. This was the full force of Ira Steward’s pronouncement that, “something of slavery still remains . . . something of freedom is yet to come.”59 Once we reconstruct the ideas of the labor republicans, we might come to see not just the force of their words in their own time, but that something of freedom is yet to come for us as well.

There is an inevitable and irresistible conflict
between the wage-system of labor
and the republican system of government
George McNeill

On January 9, 1865, an iron-molder named William H. Sylvis traveled to
Chicago to address the national convention of the Iron-Molders’ International
Union (IMIU). Sylvis, then president of the IMIU, gave a two-hour address
to what was later described as the “largest Convention of Workingmen of
one craft ever held on this continent.” The climactic end of the Civil War
was still months away, and the House of Representatives had not yet ratified
the Thirteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which abolished slavery
and “involuntary servitude.” Yet, according to Sylvis, history was already in
the process of jumping over its own shadow. Even as a momentous “political
revolution … has left its trail of blood upon the sky…. The year … has wit-
nessed a social revolution such as the world has never known.” Sylvis described
this “social revolution” as a “collision between classes,” which had its origins
in the industrial relationships of the North, not the slave labor of the South.
These new “relations are, for the most part, that of master and slave, and are
totally at variance with the spirit of the institutions of a free people, and the
relations that should exist between equals.” In Sylvis’s mind, the Civil War was
“merely” a political revolution because no government could legitimately call
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itself republican while permitting chattel slavery. But the concomitant social revolution meant that this external opposition between republican government and chattel slavery had now become an internal conflict between political form and social content. “What would it profit us as a nation,” Sylvis asked, were all the forms of our republican institutions to remain on the statute-books … with the wealth of the nation concentrated in the hands of the few, and the toiling many reduced to squalid poverty and utter dependence on the lords of the land…. Again, allow me to ask, what would it profit us if the forms of our institutions were preserved and all else lost.5

With this defense of the “toiling many” against “utter dependence” the republican critique of wage-labor reared its head once more.

Sylvis’s speech, delivered from the belly of the Yankee Leviathan, was a sign of things to come. The near certainty of Northern victory had opened up the ideological space at the national level into which radical labor leaders like Sylvis rushed. In Sylvis’s case, he rushed a bit too quickly. Although he succeeded in building the first international craft union (of iron-molders), the initial efforts at postwar national organizations of labor ended in failure. In 1866, Sylvis spear-headed the formation of the National Labor Union and the National Labor Party, both of which, along with their successor organization, the Industrial Congress, quickly collapsed without attracting many members.6 Their major significance lay in the intellectual recovery of an earlier language of critique and, perhaps more importantly, in the attempt to present “cooperation” as a solution to the problem of guaranteeing all workers their economic independence.7

In 1869, as the first organizational efforts disintegrated, a small group of garment workers, led by a tailor and labor reformer named Uriah Stephens,8 formed a secret organization called the Knights of Labor. Drawing on language from the National Labor Union, the Knights’ Constitution said they wanted to organize “every department of productive industry and [to make] industrial, moral and social worth – not wealth – the true standard of individual and national greatness.”9 The Knights were the first post–Civil War labor organization open to nearly all workers, including unskilled, black and women workers, but excepting Chinese.10 They remained secret for about a
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5 Ibid., 129.
6 Ware, The Labor Movement in the United States, 1–22; Montgomery, Beyond Equality, 170–96.
7 On the revival of cooperative ideology and actual cooperatives by these groups, see Leikin, The Practical Utopians, 5–24; Horner, “Producers’ Co-Operatives in the United States, 1865–1890,” 46–52.
8 To my knowledge there is no full biography of Stephens. For a brief sketch by one of the Knights, see “Our Past Grand Master Workman,” JUL II, no. 4 (August 15, 1881), 1–2. See also Ware, The Labor Movement in the United States, 26–28.
10 On their greater openness, especially to women and blacks, than their immediate predecessors, see Leikin, The Practical Utopians, 33–35, 45–46. On the history of the Knights of Labor, see the sources mentioned in footnote 25 of the Introduction.
decade out of the reasonable fear that they would be blacklisted, infiltrated by Pinkerton agents, and otherwise persecuted. By 1880, their growth to nearly 30,000 members convinced them to flex their muscles publicly. Some successful strikes and labor actions in the early 1880s earned them enormous national popularity. Their official membership peaked in 1886 at a bit more than 700,000, with probably more than a million when unofficial members are included. These numbers would not be matched by a national organization of labor for decades. Internal chaos and external repression in the late 1880s led to rapid decline. By the mid-1890s, they were spent as a national political force, having been displaced by Samuel Gompers’ American Federation of Labor. But for more than a decade, the Knights of Labor was the most powerful national organization of labor of the century and was a major player in the defining events of the day. Most importantly for us, the Knights as an organization, and especially its better-known leaders, were self-consciously republican, seeing themselves as keepers of the flame in the post–Civil War environment.

Although the group I am here calling labor republicans were mostly concentrated around the Knights of Labor, they did not all belong to a single organization or agree on every issue of the day. They were instead united by their use of republican ideas to criticize wage-labor and to present cooperation as an alternative. The main figures all came out of a nineteenth-century tradition of independent, working class agitation. William H. Sylvis (1828–1869), the son of a wagon-maker, became an iron-molder and founded the Iron-Molders’

11 On their secret rituals, see Weir, Beyond Labor’s Veil, 19–66. Blacklists against Knights were very common as was the use of Pinkertons. McNeill, The Labor Movement, 138; “Making War on This Paper,” JSP II, no. 69 (February 1, 1885); Levine, Labor’s True Woman, 56–59, 66–68, 73–81. Violence, legal and illegal, against the Knights and labor generally was a major part of the literature of the time and of labor historiography. Terence V. Powderly, Labor: Its Rights and Wrongs (Westport, CT: Hyperion Press, 1886); Karl Liebknecht, Militarism (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1917) 140–141; Adamic, Dynamite; The Story of Class Violence in America; Taft and Ross, “American Labor Violence: Its Causes, Character, and Outcome”; Forbath, Law and the Shaping of the American Labor Movement; Tomlins, The State and the Unions, 3–98; Pope, “Labor’s Constitution of Freedom.”


13 On the internal sources of their decline, see the excellent Robert E. Weir, Knights Unhorsed (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 2000).

14 However, see Oestreicher’s comments that even through the 1890s their membership competed with that of the AF of L. Oestreicher, “A Note on Knights of Labor Membership Statistics.”


17 On the difference between these figures and the Radical Republicans, see Montgomery, Beyond Equality: Labor and the Radical Republicans 1862–1872, 260.
International Union before turning his attention to national labor organizing. Ira Steward (1837–1883), the son of abolitionists, was a machinist and self-educated labor reformer. He was most famous as a tireless eight-hours campaigner, founder of Boston’s Eight Hour League, and a major influence in the creation of the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics. Steward’s friend and protégé, George McNeill (1836–1907), was a labor editor, a leading member of the Knights, active in Boston labor politics and author of one of that era’s most influential accounts of the labor movement. After the Knights’ decline he joined the American Federation of Labor. The other central figure is Terence Powderly. The son of Irish immigrants, he was a machinist who served as General Master Workman (leader) of the Knights of Labor during its heyday, from 1879 to 1893, and who also served as mayor of Scranton, Pennsylvania from 1878 to 1884. After being pushed out of the Knights in the 1890s, he later served as an official in the Bureau of Immigration and in the Labor Department.

These were the major players, but labor republicanism was more than the “cranky notions” of a few leading lights. As we shall see, the core thinking appeared in the pages of the Journal of United Labor and developed in relation to the experiences and activities of the Knights. These experiences included the rapid rise of permanent, industrial wage-labor, judicial and political hostility to organized labor, strikes and boycotts, fluctuating living standards, and the reorganization of work. In some sense, the Knights were forced by circumstance to


22 “Cranky Notions” is the name of a column that Joseph Labadie wrote in the Labor Leaf, the local Detroit paper of the Knights. Labadie was the paper’s editor, a Knight and one-time member of the Socialist Labor Party. See Oestreicher, Solidarity and Fragmentation: Working People and Class Consciousness in Detroit, 1875–1900 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986), 79–96.
articulate their own understanding of the republican tradition. Court cases not only served to overturn pro-labor laws and limit union activity, in explicit and implicit ways they also gave constitutional sanction to sometimes quite violent repression of labor activities.\textsuperscript{23} The “struggle to define and claim title to the republican legacy and the republican constitution” was an unavoidable fact of post–Civil War political life.\textsuperscript{24} Any attempt to organize workers compelled labor republicans to give their own account of the ideology of free labor that informed public discourse and constitutional interpretation.\textsuperscript{25} The heterogeneous origins and diverse cultures of the workers they organized further compelled the Knights to articulate what was universal about the republican language in which they made their appeals.

The end of the Civil War gave labor republicans one advantage over their predecessors. Postwar reformers could not easily be accused of putting the concerns of wage-laborers ahead of black slaves. In fact, labor republicans could now present themselves as the true torchbearers of the revolutionary republicanism that the Civil War and its ideology of free labor had revived. For instance, when George McNeill wrote, “there is an inevitable and irresistible conflict between the wage-system of labor and the republican system of government,”\textsuperscript{26} his use of the phrase “inevitable and irresistible conflict” rhetorically linked his cause to the Civil War’s antislavery mission. William H. Seward, Secretary of State during the Civil War, had coined the phrase “irrepressible conflict” when arguing that chattel slavery was incompatible with republican government.\textsuperscript{27} Like Sylvis before him, McNeill borrowed that language to argue that the freedom of a republican community had not yet been achieved.

What makes reconstructing these views difficult is that they were not articulated as a systematic whole, laid down in the philosophical form of a formal treatise. Labor republican arguments appear in books and pamphlets, novels and speeches, essays and editorials. They emerge as an interlocking sequence of partial responses to the overall challenge of defining freedom and slavery in a modern context. Often, by addressing themselves to one end of the intellectual

\textsuperscript{23} See footnote 11, this chapter.
\textsuperscript{24} Forbath, “The Ambiguities of Free Labor: Labor and the Law in the Gilded Age,” 769. Also Fink, Workingmen’s Democracy, 8.
\textsuperscript{26} McNeill, The Labor Movement, 459.
\textsuperscript{27} Although McNeill is invoking Seward, he has the language slightly off. Seward’s famous phrase was that there was an “irrepressible conflict” between the slave and non-slave states. See Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: the Ideology of the Republican Party before the Civil War, 69–72.
puzzle, they unintentionally redefined or significantly altered another related concept. It is therefore helpful to sketch the general outlines of this labor republican view before going more deeply into each of its conceptual elements.

“Away the False Idea of Liberty”: Labor Republicanism as a Whole

In the heady ideological environment of post–Civil War America, labor republicans returned to first principles. Against laissez-faire republicanism, labor republicans argued both that the prevailing conception of freedom was false and that servitude persisted. For instance, in a series of twelve lectures published in the *Journal of United Labor* under the title “Chapters on Labor,” one Knight argued that

liberty signifies the moral and material possibility for each citizen, the individual, to perform his duty in all security and without being under the authority of anybody. It signifies for the people the collectivity, the certainty that their industrial relations shall serve to equitably balance the services and products of men between themselves ... away the false idea of liberty being defended by the governing classes!\(^\text{28}\)

Any reader of the *Journal* would have instantly recognized the “false idea of liberty” of the “governing classes” as the one standing behind the political treatises and anti-labor court decisions we discussed in Chapter 2. The author of “Chapters on Labor” nodded in that direction when saying,

Are the governing classes really serious when they tell us that it is out of respect and love for liberty that they do nothing to emancipate labor from its condition of misery? ... How can they love or believe in liberty? it [sic] is the total negation of their presumptuous authority.\(^\text{29}\)

The governing classes’ “presumptuous authority” was housed in the rights of property and contract, and the claims about legal independence that stood behind them. The “false idea” resided in the fact that these legal institutions failed to prevent the laborer from, in that telling republican phrase, coming “under the authority of anybody.”

This return to first principles, however, was no mere repetition. Just saying that wage-labor was servile, and that cooperative production was free, did not make it so. It required argument. The labor republican project therefore necessarily involved a clarification and elaboration of the meaning of both republican liberty and domination. After all, the new social conditions of industrial capitalism, just as much as the new ideological context of a post-emancipation society, forced them to say something about what free labor could mean in the mechanized and collective conditions of modern production. They had no choice but to find a way to remain true to their intellectual

\(^{18}\) Unsigned, “Chapters on Labor: Chapter V (Continued),” *JUL*, September 25, 1885, 1082.

\(^{29}\) “Chapters on Labor: Chapter V (Continued),” 1082.
tradition while expounding on the ambiguities of its basic concepts. Otherwise the labor republican critique of the new forms of slavery would collapse back into intransigent agrarianism. This, no doubt, is why they found Algernon Sidney’s words, which we touched on in the introduction, so appealing. Recall that in June, 1882, the Journal published these lines from Sidney’s Discourses on Government:

SLAVERY – The weight of chains, number of stripes, hardness of labor, and other effects of a master’s cruelty, may make one servitude more miserable than another; but he is a slave who serves the gentlest man in the world, as well as he who serves the worst; and he does serve him if he must obey his commands and depend upon his will.30

This passage was important because it distinguished the condition of subjection from its original defining instance – chattel slavery. Whether one man’s subjection to another was legal or economic, and however that domination was exercised, was a separate question from whether it counted as servitude in the first place. It opened up the conceptual space to criticize wage-labor so long as it could be shown that analogous forms of subjection existed. That the Knights do not cite Sidney as the author of these words only reinforces the sense that they cared about basic meanings, not the moral authority behind the concept. Restating the meaning of slavery in these terms was the other side of attacking the “false idea of liberty.” It was not just that the hegemonic view of freedom was wrong, but that nominally free labor concealed the new forms of subjection that wage-labor introduced.

In general, then, we can say that the labor republicans did not just return to first principles, they also added content to the central concepts of slavery and of freedom. As the next four sections show in greater detail, they gave the concept of slavery more precise meaning by developing an account of the overlapping forms of structural and personal domination to which a modern wage-laborer was subject. Their domination was structural insofar as each worker was, owing to his lack of property ownership, dependent on some employer or another for a job. Their domination was personal insofar as the labor contract gave the employer a substantial amount of arbitrary power over the employee. The wage-laborer was forced to sell his labor, which meant he was forced to make a contract that left him subject to the will of his employer. All in all, the labor republican critique amounted not just to an indictment of the corrupting effects of inequality, but to an argument that a society based on labor contracts had simply replaced old forms of servitude with new ones.

The final three sections of the chapter show how, alongside this analysis of wage-slavery, labor republicans gave new content both to the meaning and value of republican liberty. Their proposal “to abolish as rapidly as possible, the wage system, substituting co-operation therefore”31 is the most important of

31 Jelley, The Voice of Labor, 203.
their modifications to the small producer tradition. The “Republic of Labor” could now be described as a cooperative commonwealth, comprising interlocking producer and consumer cooperatives, rather than a body of separate free producers. Labor republicans further understood this economic independence to be a condition not just of free production but also of increased leisure, a condition of freedom in and from work. From this account of the meaning of independence they then moved to a new account of its value. Republican liberty, they argued, was important because it was a necessary condition for the development and enjoyment of an individual’s abilities. What mattered was not the glory of the republic, the virtues of political participation, nor the priority of any particular domain of life, but the opportunity for self-cultivation.

Political Liberty and the Corruptions of Wealth

In 1890, General Master Workman Terence Powderly addressed a Knights of Labor picnic with the following question:

how it comes that the indictment drawn up against the English king applies with such startling force to the agencies we now find usurping the “divine right of kings” and making slaves of men who proudly, but thoughtlessly, boast of their freedom – that freedom which they claim came down to us from revolutionary sires as a heritage…. Are we the free people that we imagine we are?  

Speeches like Powderly’s were a regular feature at Knights of Labor picnics, which were the central recreational institution through which the Knights developed their own political culture. On this occasion, Powderly had an old republican concern in mind: corruption. The modern wage-labor system undermined republican liberty by generating extreme economic inequalities that translated into political inequalities. The wealthy wielded disproportionate influence over politics and especially the administration of justice, such that “courts are administrators of estates, and not of justice.” Powderly’s fellow agitator, George McNeill, often sounded a similar theme: “[I]t is imperative, if we desire to enjoy the full blessings of life, that a check be placed upon unjust accumulation, and the power for evil of aggregated wealth.”

What made this more than a moralistic critique of luxury was the concern that inequality subverted the formal independence of citizens. If employers controlled the apparatus of the state then the legal autonomy of the free laborer

32 A slogan prominently displayed at various Knight-sponsored picnics and parades. See Weir, Beyond Labor’s Veil, 305–13.
33 Quoted in Leon Fink, “The New Labor History and the Powers of Historical Pessimism: Consensus, Hegemony and the Case of the Knights of Labor” 115.
was a sham: “[W]e are wholly in the hands of our employers ... subjects of the railroad kings and cotton lords.” Much like the British commonwealthsmen of the seventeenth century, or the American revolutionaries of the eighteenth, editorialists in the Journal regularly worried about the loss of political independence to the wealthy and well-connected:

Corporations of capitalists ... are slowly but surely crushing out the manhood and liberties of the poor laborer, guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of the land, by creating immense fortunes which enable them to buy up legislatures, sway judges and communities as they please.

Whether or not a proper labor contract guaranteed a worker’s independence was immaterial if the law would not be enforced fairly in the first place.

Following a convention dating back to the American Revolution, labor republicans often drew negative comparisons with European despotism. John Swinton, a famous labor journalist and Knight supporter, warned darkly of creeping “Bonapartism in America.” The Knights’ local paper in Detroit attacked the “industrial oligarchy” for wanting to “establish a strong military government to keep [workers] in subjection and in slavery” and it lauded thousands of Philadelphia workers marching “against the conduct of the police force of Philadelphia towards strikers.” In Chicago, the Knights’ local paper noted that the city council had given police permission to revoke their “right of free assemblage,” giving them “discretionary powers as to whether they will allow the people to exercise their constitution rights or not.” They continued, “add to this the statement of Mayor Harrison, that he has authorized his police to do things in Chicago ‘which if done in London would overturn the throne of Victoria,’ and it really does not seem as if American liberty amounted to very much.” Inability to control legislatures, arbitrary treatment by courts, and violent conduct by police and private forces seemed to confirm that there was not one law protecting equal citizenship but two systems of law for two different classes. The law prevented boycotts but permitted blacklists, inhibited labor organizations but promoted business corporations, enjoined strikes but respected lockouts.

37 Ibid., 456.
39 On the role of these comparisons as they first appear in debates about wage-slavery, see Cunliffe, Chattel Slavery and Wage Slavery.
40 Swinton, “Bonapartism in America.”
43 “(Right of Free Assemblage),” Knights of Labor 1, no. 27 (October 9, 1886), 8. See also “Fate Marked the Cards before the Game Began,” Knights of Labor 1, no. 32 (November 13, 1886). Knights of Labor hereafter KoL.
Yet, if political and administrative corruption were deeply important to labor republicans, it was not the issue that set them apart from other critics of the new industrial system. Although many were willing to argue that extreme wealth corrupted political liberty, fewer were willing to drive the analysis into the heart of the labor contract and the industrial workplace. Labor republicans distinguished themselves by arguing that even if the law were created and enforced fairly, it would still operate in a way that left workers dependent on employers. Here labor republicans made three overlapping arguments about the structural and personal dimensions of modern wage-slavery. They argued there was domination prior to the making of the contract, in the making of the contract itself, and then in the workplace itself. The purpose of criticizing these three “moments” of domination was to rebut the basic laissez-faire republican proposition that the capacity to labor was a commodity like any other, and that a worker could be protected from the arbitrary will of an employer by guaranteeing the worker’s property right in his own labor and freedom to make a labor contract. Let us take each of these three moments in turn.

The First Moment of Wage-Slavery: Structural Domination and “Seeming Free”

One of the most consistent arguments labor republicans made was that just because a contract was voluntary did not mean it was made freely. The workers “assent but they do not consent, they submit but do not agree,” said George McNeill. Or, as one “Meddlesome” put it, “freedom of contract is not free, but only seeming free.” The labor contract was a “seeming freedom” because the worker, though legally free to sell or not sell his labor, was nonetheless compelled to sell his labor. As one Knight put it, “the producers are slaves…. Even the children and women of the American laborer are driven, from necessity … to toil from dawn till night, that others may luxuriate in overabundance.” In one sense, this was the identical argument of the earlier Workies and National Reformers, who condemned the “necessitous circumstances” that made wage-laborers into slaves. But the later labor republicans refined the argument through an analysis of the labor commodity. As owners of their labor, wage-laborers were compelled to sell their labor-commodity, because they could not withhold it from the market: “[I]f, in the place where the laborer lives, the demand for his commodity falls or ceases altogether, he cannot, like the employer, stop offering his goods and wait for a better time.”

45 Quoted in Oestreicher, “Terence V. Powderly, the Knights of Labor, and Artisanal Republicanism,” 42.
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48 See Chapter 3.
49 “Review of Cherouny,” JSP 2, no. 87 (June 7, 1885).
The worker had to eat. He thus had to sell his labor at whatever price the current market offered.

At one level, this was not an argument against labor contracts themselves, but rather about the special character of the capacity to labor as a commodity. Since it was inextricable from the physical person of the worker, workers had to have some economic means to withhold that commodity from the market, otherwise their property rights in their labor were a sham: “[T]he anti-slavery idea was, that every man had the right to come and go at will. The labor movement asks how much this abstract right is actually worth, without the power to exercise it.”

The labor republican argument for unions, which can bargain collectively and can use membership dues to pay their members to withhold their labor until a better deal is struck, derived from this view of the labor market. As George McNeill put it in congressional testimony,

The fact is, there is no such thing as liberty of contract between a wage worker and an employer. . . . A starving man cannot contract with a man of wealth; a man that is compelled to sell his labor or starve can not make a contract. A man that is not removed from starvation by at least two or three months is not in a condition to make a contract. . . . [T]he union is to the wage laborer what the republican form of government is to the citizen of the union.

For true freedom of contract to exist, workers had to be able to control their commodity, with its special characteristics, the way other property-owners controlled theirs. They needed some degree of material independence, allowing them to withhold their commodity from the market for a time, so they could meet as equals in the bargaining relationship.

But labor republicans were not just interested in making labor contracts “truly free” because, at least in the mass labor market, they thought that was not possible. Although a union might temporarily alleviate the pressure on workers, it could not eliminate the basic compulsion he faced. Support from a union might allow him to temporarily withhold his labor, but he could not permanently do so. He still had no reasonable alternative to selling his labor. Here the labor republican analysis of power and dependence pushed past the dominant metaphor of property-ownership itself. As an article from the Journal of United Labor put it:

A considerable percentage of those who are wage laborers to-day owe to the change in methods of production the fact that they are such, and their condition should be

---

50 Steward, “Poverty,” 412.
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compared not with that of the wage laborers of fifty years ago, but with that of the independent, self-employing artisan of that time. Whether a wage-laborer today had more bargaining power or earned more than the wage-laborer from the past was not the relevant question because it failed to capture a crucial transformation in power relationships. An independent producer, working his own tools or land, could meet his own needs without selling his labor at all. He only sold his labor occasionally, to augment his income, or purchase some luxury, but he met his basic needs by consuming or selling the products of his labor. Since he could support himself and his family without selling his labor-power, he was not forced to sell his labor-power. Importantly, the point was not that the independent producer was free from economic need itself, but that he had a way of satisfying those basic needs without entering the labor market. The existence of this alternative meant that, when making a labor contract, he did so as one economically independent actor making an agreement with another. But if that really became the case, then labor contracts would become irregular features of the economy, not the core institution organizing productive activity. In Ira Steward’s pithy summation: “If laborers were sufficiently free to make contracts . . . they would be too free to need contracts.”

The current distribution of property, however, left most wage-laborers with no such alternative to selling their labor. They needed to make contracts because they were “dependent on wages received from a separate capitalist class” for their survival. As the author of “Industrial Ideas,” a series of lectures serialized in the Journal, put it, since this wage-dependence came not from nature but human law, it counted as a form of subjection:

The land, the tools and materials of labor are still the exclusive property of the privileged few, and the worker cannot produce without giving himself a boss or master. It must not be supposed that the proclamation of emancipation liberated mankind from slavery. The most odious, because the most subtle form of slavery – wages slavery – remains to be abolished.

Again, the problem was not that a person had to work, but that he “cannot produce without giving himself a boss or master.” The laws protecting the current distribution of property arbitrarily removed the one reasonable alternative to working for another person. That, in itself, was a form of domination, exercised by the entire class of property owners and the state agents protecting them. It did not matter that the laws no longer specified which master controlled which slave because the prevailing distribution of property guaranteed that workers would have to work under some “boss or master.”

---
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especially bitter feature of this form of subjection was that the individual’s consent was mobilized against him, he “gave himself” a master rather than had the master directly imposed on him.

Labor republicans could criticize this form of structural domination without denying that wage-labor was relatively freer than chattel slavery. Henry Sharpe, a leading theorist of cooperation for the Knights, drew attention to this point:

In slavery the slave was totally dependent on a force outside himself; he was driven to work, and had no interest in the affairs of life other than to keep the lash off his back. In the wage-system there are, it is true, some prizes, nay, many prizes, and many objects of interest, and many avenues for independent action, yet the condition of the man is largely still one of dependence; they are forced to work.57

There may be “many prizes” and it might even be possible for some wage-workers to become business owners, but most could not, and they could not all become property-owners in this economy.58 The majority of propertyless workers would always be dependent on wages. They were free to “give themselves a master,” but they could not choose not to have one.

Although labor republicans did not call this “structural domination,” I use that phrase to distinguish this argument from other elements of their social analysis. Structural is the appropriate word because it was a form of domination arising from the background structure of property ownership and because the compulsion they felt did not force them to work for a specific individual. It is not that the “structure” was somehow an “agent,” nor that there were no dominating agents. There were, in this case, many dominating agents – all those who defended property distributions that left the majority propertyless.59

Through human design and institution, workers were left with no reasonable alternative but to sell their labor.

However, even if we can distinguish conceptually between this form of structural domination and other, more personal forms, in practice labor republicans thought the moments ran together. The full extent of wage-slavery could only be appreciated by understanding how structural domination connected up with a particular employer’s power over his employee’s when it came to specifying the terms of the contract and, after that, controlling the workplace itself.

The Second Moment of Wage-Slavery: The Terms of Labor

Although the structural element of wage-slavery might seem abstract and impersonal, it quickly became concrete and personal when employers exploited a

58 See also “Industrial Ideas Chapter IV,” JUL VII, no. 7 (August 10, 1886), 2133–35, 2134.
59 I have analyzed this conceptual issue in greater detail in Gourevitch, “Labor Republicanism and the Transformation of Work,” 591–617.
worker’s structural disadvantages. The following passage describes an employer taking advantage of that dependence:

The absence of actual equality between the two parties to the labor contract make the terms of the sale unavoidably one of compulsion. Nor can the laborer, like other commodities, seek a distant market or hold himself aloof until better terms are offered ... Moreover, labor, besides accepting compulsory rates, must also labor under such conditions as the employer may impose. These may, of themselves, be destructive to health, and thus lessen the value of the commodity itself.  

Insofar as the employer was able to arbitrarily extract as much value from the worker as he could manage, without consideration for the worker, this amounted to a kind of servitude:

when a man is placed in a position where he is compelled to give the benefit of his labor to another, he is in a condition of slavery, whether the slave is held in chattel bondage or in wages bondage, he is equally a slave.  

This was, in one sense, just a revival of the earlier Worky argument that the function of economic dependence was to get some to work for others, in exchange for only an arbitrary fraction of the amount of value they themselves produce. This argument was meant to demonstrate that economic dependence was central to the way society reproduced itself; it was not just the occasional objectionable instance but a systemic form that made the profits of the idle possible.

However, labor republicans further developed this argument by using the dominant language of property-ownership. Enjoying property rights in their capacity to labor gave workers nominal, not full control, over their labor. They were compelled to agree to the terms of its sale and to lose control over the fruits of their labor:

We obtain in exchange for the most severe labor a salary which hardly prevents us from dying of hunger; in fear that at each moment dull times may drive us into forced idleness ... we forego, in exchange for a stipulated salary – pittance – all claims or right to the fruits of our labor.  

Labor republicans even believed that employers were well aware of the function of poverty and unemployment in augmenting the employer’s power over the contract. One Knight criticized

the employers, who would not have been sorry to see the poverty of their hands augmented temporarily so that their dependence in the future might have been made more certain, at the same time their boldness in striking was being rebuked. There are such

---
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manufacturers, wise, farseeing business men-who [thereby] … gain undisputed control over their workers.\textsuperscript{63}

The more extreme the economic need and the greater the competition among workers, the greater the latter’s dependence on an employer. The more intense the dependence, the more the employer could impose his will on the terms to which a worker consented. “No amount of sophistry will ever make him regard such a life as aught else than slavery,” wrote one local Master Workman; “[s]ociety makes labor terrible to him, and circumstances place other means of winning bread beyond his reach.”\textsuperscript{64} Low wages, long hours, though better than unemployment, were hardly the terms of a contract to which properly independent economic actors would agree. In fact, as we have seen, a major argument not just for unionization and collective action, but for labor regulations – such as banning payment in script, abolishing convict and child labor, and instituting maximum hours laws – was that they reduced the kinds of terms that employers were able to impose at their own discretion.\textsuperscript{65} Although these regulations could not abolish the dependence of the wage-laborer on the employer, they could at least limit the kinds of arbitrary power he could exercise over the terms of contract. More generally, this analysis of the contract helped explain \textit{why} employers sought dependence. Insofar as structural domination translated into personal domination in the setting of terms, employers enjoyed an arbitrary superiority in the ability to extract concessions from the workers.

\textbf{The Third Moment of Wage-Slavery: “The Caprice of he who Pays the Wages”}

The ability to impose terms on the contract easily slid into an even more objectionable form of domination in the workplace itself. In fact, we can only fully appreciate the intellectual debt these critics owed to specifically republican thinking when we consider their description of life after the contract is made and once the worker entered the workplace. Here is where the subjection became most “classically republican” in the sense of one individual being under the power of another specific will. Labor republicans’ most deeply felt grievances were often not just with what the contract said – long hours and low pay – but with what it left unsaid – everything else. With respect to the million and one conditions of work not spelled out in the initial agreement, the silence of the contract really expressed the muteness of the worker and the voice of the employer. Both as a matter of legal right and of cultural assumption, it was expected that once the contract was made the worker would passively obey the commands of the employer.


\textsuperscript{65} Richter, “Discharge of a Mechanic,” 2077.
Consider the four following passages. They are a small selection among dozens of similarly worded complaints, each oozing with that familiar republican contempt for servility and dependence:

Is there a workshop where obedience is not demanded – not to the difficulties or qualities of the labor to be performed – but to the caprice of he who pays the wages of his servants?\(^{66}\)

Thus is sycophancy deified in our workshops ... thus is abject servility ennobled, as it were, by bosses and foremen.... He who is a thorough, quiet, firm and independent [worker], the boss looks on as his most dangerous enemy, for he cannot be changed or put down; but he who is the most sycophantic, pandering to all the whims of his boss, the boss looks upon as his ideal workman, to be raised above his fellows as an example for them to look up to, watch and imitate.\(^{67}\)

Liberty consists in being able to satisfy all one's wants, to develop all one's faculties, without in any way depending upon the caprice of one's fellow-beings, which is impossible if man cannot produce upon his own responsibility. So long as the workman works for a boss, a master, he is not free. “You must obey,” the master will say, “for since I assume the responsibility of the undertaking, I alone have the right to its direction.”\(^{68}\)

This language is so familiar that, if we changed just a few words, we could easily imagine these were the grievances of American colonists or early British parliamentarians condemning the arbitrary power of colonial governors and the absolute monarch. Yet these words now described the world of the voluntary labor contract. They were directed at a new relationship, one in many ways much more pervasive, because of its immediacy and daily regularity, than that of a people subject to their arbitrary magistrate. A worker spent many hours of a day, for most of his life, working for a boss.

It is important to observe that these critics of workplace domination were not (just) indicting the bad character of a few employers. Instead, the “caprice” here referred to the objective features of the labor contract as a sale of the labor commodity. Their claim was that a contract necessarily involved subjection of the worker to the employer regardless of how that employer then used his power. A labor contract, said one Knight, “assumes that labor shall not be a party to the sale of itself beyond rejecting or accepting the terms offered. This purchase of labor gives control over the laborer-his physical intellectual, social and moral existence. The conditions of the contract determine the degree of
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this rulership.”\textsuperscript{70} It was a mockery of the idea of consent to say that the worker, by agreeing to sell his labor, had thereby consented to every command of the boss, and thus followed only his own will. The actual contract was exactly the opposite, an agreement \textit{not} to control those decisions – an agreement of subjection.

In fact, to labor republicans, the whole point of the contract was that the worker had consented to evacuate his will, to suspend its exercise for the period of employment. Outside violating the very general terms of the contract, the employer was at liberty to do what he liked. Here was where labor republicans drove home their argument against the laissez-faire republicans. The basic logic of any contract to sell property was that sale of a commodity involves giving over ownership and control rights of that commodity to the buyer. But the special character of the labor commodity – as a physical commodity (the body) inseparable from the seller’s person – meant the labor contract was necessarily an agreement to give up control over the seller’s \textit{will} for the duration of the working day. That, said George McNeill, was why the contract was by definition an instrument of subjection:

\begin{quote}
Labor is more than a commodity in that he who sells his labor sells himself. The present system is in conflict with republican institutions…. Man should sell the product of his labor, and there can be no liberty until man has restored his right and power to sell the product of his time, skill, and endurance.\textsuperscript{71}
\end{quote}

A labor contract is necessarily a kind of “sale of oneself.” It would not be a sale of labor if the purchaser, namely the employer, were denied the right to do with it as he pleases. It was therefore an inescapable aspect of the contract that the worker would, while at work, have to substitute the employer’s will for his own. Any good republican knew that being subject to the will of another was the definition of servitude:

\begin{quote}
We have a market for labor which is a slave market…. Labor is activity of the various mental and physical powers which are inseparably connected with the person who sells it. A sale of labor is a transfer of the use of this bodily and mental activity during the hours of labor, and consequently a dominion over it during that time.\textsuperscript{72}
\end{quote}

Here was why they said the labor contract was inextricably tied to making the worker live by the “caprice” of another. Whether the employer ruled benevolently or cruelly, it was still the case that the worker was under the arbitrary power of the employer – a power defended in law.

Of course, labor republicans were quick to add that, although wage-labor would still be servile if the employer was benevolent, the great evil of this condition was to be found in the way in which employers actually tended to use their power. After all, the employer’s aim was to extract as much work as
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possible for as little pay. That is to say, employers did not possess some irrational will to dominate, or at least not all of them; instead, they materially benefited from their relationship of domination and thus exercised their power in ways that maintained that authority and worked against the interests of workers. During a famous 1883 inquiry into labor relations by the U.S. Senate, one Senator asked a witness, “well, what is the nature of the intercourse between the superintendent and the employes [sic] generally?” The witness, Secretary of the Executive Board of the Knights of Labor, John McLelland, answered, “generally the superintendent is overbearing – orders on one side and submission on the other.”

Their examples of this overbearing use of power included “abolition of the luncheon privilege,” being fired for reading a labor paper or expressing political views, sexual harassment, arbitrary penalties and wage-deductions, and unnecessarily dangerous workplaces. Many strikes of the period were sparked by the desire to eradicate these practices and more generally to demand greater worker control over the activity work. Workers were at once deprived of the fruits of their labor and denied control over that labor.

The labor republican analysis of the labor contract helps us understand their view of machinery. Labor republicans, as we shall see later, were not luddites who viewed technology itself with suspicion, but they did object to the way in which it became part of the employer’s apparatus of control. If workers were expected to be spontaneously and seamlessly obedient to the commands of bosses, then machines presented a terrifying, modern image of the perfection of this servitude. The automatic and inhuman capacity to serve the commands of the employer without resistance became a nightmarish ideal. A characteristic version of the complaint began: “[M]en are made to work harder than they used to, many employers attempting to run their productive capacity up to near that of machinery.” It continued, “thus, while machinery is itself the product of labor, it is used to rob and enslave labor.”
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of a Knight gave the same account of machines mediating the enslavement of worker to employer:

We find in many of those large institutions that the men are looked upon as nothing more than parts of the machinery that they work. They are labeled and tagged, as the parts of a machine would be, and are only taken into account as a part of the machinery used for the profit of the manufacturer or employer…. The working people feel that they are under a system of forced slavery.81

Machines, on this account, increased productivity not just by simplifying tasks but by breaking down the worker’s will into a more easily employed, less resistant apparatus. As another Knight put it, “the employer exercises over labor an influence that can scarcely be given a name, but it is potent and is felt by labor in all his affairs. His opinions are not his own but belong to his master.”82 Here was a further reason why labor republicans thought that, “the wage-labor system … makes the employer a despot, and the employee a slave.”83 Having given up control over his activity, the worker was then made to conform his activity to inhuman standards of behavior.

It is worth pausing to note how far the republican theory of liberty has traveled here. Recall that the early English republican, Algernon Sidney, despite writing words that the Knights found so inspiring, was author of such statements as “if there be a contest between me and my servant concerning my service, I only am to decide it: He must serve me in my own way, or be gone if I think fit, tho he serve me never so well; and I do him no wrong in putting him away.”84 In those lines, Sidney sounds more like a forefather of the labor republicans’ worst enemies. During a Knight-led strike of carpet-weavers, the employer’s journal complained of the way organized Knights “attempt to dictate to the proprietors of mills with regard to management of their business.” They worried that the strike, if successful, would leave them “nominal owners of the mills, but practical control … would have been vested in the Knights of Labor.”85 In fact, those nineteenth-century figures who objected to workers “seeking to legislate concerning the ways in which industry shall be carried on” and accused them of trying to “overbear the rightful authority of the employer”86 could very well have laid more direct claim to being Sidney’s intellectual progeny than the Knights. To argue that labor contracts and the workplace were sites of domination was no simple, straightforward extension of the republican concept of liberty. It required careful analysis of
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the dynamics of a labor contract and the wider consequences of property rights. Perhaps the most innovative element of this analysis was the critique of the commodification of labor and its relation to domination in the workplace. While the labor republicans gave a coherent account of wage-labor as wage-slavery, it was at war with a certain common sense, not to mention with a prevailing interest in an alternative and narrower interpretation of the republican theory.

“To Engraft Republican Principles into Our Industrial System”

By now it should be clear what labor republicans meant when they said “our rulers, statesmen and orators have not attempted to engraft republican principles into our industrial system, and have forgotten or denied its underlying principles.” They meant that the paradox of slavery was unresolved. Workers still experienced various forms of servitude. For one, the formal apparatus of the state was corrupt, undermining the legal independence of the citizen. And even if the rule of law were universally effective, the three interconnected forms of domination would remain. The propertyless worker was structurally dominated prior to the contract, and personally dominated in the making of the contract and once at work. The logical thrust of this critique was to say that slavery would remain so long as the labor contract was the basis for organizing the distribution of and control over work.

But what, then, could it mean to “engraft republican principles on [the] industrial system?” The answer to that question required more than critique. After all, the “industrial system” referred to more than the relationships between workers and employers. It also comprised a changed relation among workers and changes in the nature of work itself. Perhaps the defining feature of this new organization was its collective character. Labor republicans frequently observed that the ostensibly atomistic features of this system, based on individual effort, private profits, and “competition,” were in fact reorganizing themselves on a cooperative basis. This reorganization of work was already visible in the “combination of employers” into a “union whose object was to make profit from the sale of their product, and to secure from other men as much labor as possible, at the lowest rate of compensation.” The tendency toward combination was no accident. It was the natural consequence of a society based on the pursuit of self-interest: “America is at the front of the forward line of evolution. It has taken the lead in developing competition to the extreme form in which it destroys competition.”
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served the interests of the few, that was not a necessary consequence of this organizational trend:

no fault should be found with this tendency to combine. It is the natural tendency of organic life…. The system by which a few combine to enrich themselves at the expense of the many, is the very system by which the many can protect themselves against the few and secure an independence and happiness now unknown.\textsuperscript{91}

Competition had produced monopoly, cartelization, and other large corporations.\textsuperscript{92} Individualism had turned into its opposite.

The isolated, industrious competitor had only a spectator’s role to play in this world. As Powderly put it, “we may boast of the individual enterprise of the American people as much as we please, but it has \textit{no chance} when thrown into competition with the combination and the pool.”\textsuperscript{93} When competing against a massive supply of labor and large corporations, it was nearly impossible for the individual, on his own, to exercise much control over the terms of his contract. This was true not just in the labor market but inside the workplace. Workers were brought together in factories, their individual activities joined together as part of a shared process, and the regulation of tasks brought under the unified control of the manager.\textsuperscript{94} We shall return to the labor republican response to the technical side of industrial production, but the point here regards the social aspect. Labor was now inescapably organized on a collective basis, as an integrated activity requiring conscious coordination among workers.

It was evident from this consolidation of productive activities that the time when each worker might individually control his activity, as a matter of personal dominion, was receding. There was no turning this aspect of production back to the days of the small producer. According to Powderly,

Once it was deemed a healthy sign to have different lines of railway running through a town. Cheap freight rates and easy transportation could be expected then but to-day that hope is dead, and combination of interests will stand between the town and prosperity if the railways will it so.\textsuperscript{95}

What mattered to Powderly here was not just high prices, but the way in which the competitive process tended toward its opposite. In an inversion of the (increasingly mythological) Lincolnian story about the temporary wage-laborer earning enough to buy his own plot or tools, Powderly relates the story of a man who bought land with his small, 50-dollar savings, and then watched
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the value of that land increase over time to $25,000 dollars because of social changes beyond the man’s control. For Powderly, “labor ... increased the price of his land until he pompously asserts to-day that his own habits of thrift have won for him such large gains. His thrift was but an insignificant factor to the enterprise; it was co-operation that made him rich, but all co-operators did not share the profits of the labor done.” In this passage, the concept of “labor” is linked to the concept of “co-operation” in a new and significant way. Labor is no longer just the concrete, particular process by which specific articles are produced – the cobbler and his shoes, the tailor and his shirts – but an abstract, collective or “co-operative” process. The various activities, by which railroad track was laid, agriculture produced, iron manufactured, and workers clothed and fed, had all contributed to turning a 50-dollar piece of land into a 25,000-dollar boon. The value of the individual piece of property was, in a sense, a collective product.

The puzzle that labor republicans had to sort out was how, exactly, it would be possible to make the idea of independence consistent with these inescapable collective or “cooperative” features of modern labor. After all, the original vision of free labor had assumed that the citizen-worker would enjoy the kind of mastery associated with pure dominion. By their own analysis, later labor republicans appeared to inherit a choice between unattractive alternatives: nostalgia for the days of artisanal production, or, what amounted to almost the same thing, giving up on the republican theory altogether. If their critique of wage-labor was accurate, it nonetheless appeared to be a further implication of their social analysis that there was no forward looking project to be offered in republican terms.

“Abolish as Rapidly as Possible, the Wage System, Substituting Co-operation Therefore”: Cooperation and Independence

The labor republicans responded to the historical challenge by arguing, with the consistency of a party line, that the principle of cooperative production could resolve the dilemma of how to universalize republican liberty in an industrial economy. An economy of interdependent producer and consumer cooperatives, collectively owned and managed by workers, could eliminate the forms of subjection that arose in the labor market. As famously stated in

the Declaration of Principles of the Knights of Labor, and repeated endlessly in various speeches and pamphlets, the basic proposition was “to abolish as rapidly as possible, the wage system, substituting co-operation therefore.”

The idea of cooperation was so central to the Knights’ vision that the *Journal* ran a specially edited section in each issue under the heading “Co-operation,” which included reports from cooperative ventures around the world, extracts of cooperative tracts, potted histories of cooperation, advice for forming cooperatives, and the correspondence of members. They also formed a fund to help promote cooperatives, and one of their major cooperative activists, John Samuel, wrote the most widely distributed “how-to” manual for starting a cooperative.

The labor republicans saw the cooperative principle as a modern answer to republican problems for two interrelated reasons. First, as we have seen, labor republicans believed that the cooperative character of labor was already a fact about industrial society, but it had not yet been articulated as a principle. The principles of individual ownership and freedom of contract were in some sense in conflict with the realities of the economy that had grown up underneath them. In one pithy formulation, “men’s expanding powers of cooperation bring them to the conscious ability to unite for new benefits; but this extension of individuality is forbidden in the name of individuality.” Cooperation was an alternative principle, suited both to the moral and social realities of an industrial republic. As one study of cooperation argued, “co-operation is equally adapted to large or small enterprises—to very moderate or most extensive operations,” because it was a matter of who governed the work activity and who received the profits, not the scale of the undertaking.

This adaptability of cooperation reflected the underlying reality that both large and small undertakings shared the same essential feature of being coordinated, not isolated, labor activities.

Second, cooperation was not just a fact of industrial organization but also an alternative to the principle of “competition” defining the wage-labor system. It meant shared ownership and control of productive resources. As one proponent argued, there would be an evolution from a “degrading stage of mere wage slavery to one of profit-sharing, in which all are recognized as equals, or better still, to a universal system of co-operative production.”

It must be noted that the distinction between profit-sharing, in which workers received some of the profits after debts and dividends were paid, and “true” cooperation,
which included worker ownership and management, was not always clear.\textsuperscript{106} Cooperation had multiple meanings as an organizational principle,\textsuperscript{107} but it nearly always meant something akin to every worker having access to productive resources through membership in an association of producers.

Even more important, unlike the conception of cooperation first put forward by the famous Rochdale pioneers, who were a major influence in American circles, labor republicans insisted on \textit{producer}, not just consumer, cooperatives.\textsuperscript{108} Consumer cooperatives aimed at using collective purchasing power to cut out middlemen, eliminate merchant profits, and sell at cost to keep basic goods cheap. Although labor republicans formed many consumer cooperatives, they were clear that the principle of cooperation had to be applied to production, otherwise it could hardly meet the challenge of wage-slavery. Shared ownership and control addressed structural dependence by giving a worker an alternative to selling his labor. It gave him control over more of what he produced, which meant freedom from the compulsion to work for another. As Sylvis put it, cooperation “renders the workman independent of necessities which often compel him to submit to hectoring, domineering, and insults of every kind.”\textsuperscript{109} Furthermore, as a form of control not just ownership, cooperative production eliminated workers’ personal subjection to employers in the workplace. They were under their own, collective authority.

The identification of cooperative production with the recovery of control over work was one of the labor republicans’ most important conceptual moves. Because industrial labor was cooperative as a matter of fact, there was no return to the farmer’s individual control over his activity. Instead, the productive control of the free laborer could only mean equal, collective rule over their joint activity. That they were trying to make sense of how a worker could

\textsuperscript{106} E.g., “Co-Operation: a Lecture Delivered before the Local Assemblies of Easton, PA., by Charles Summerman, of the State Labor Bureau of New Jersey,” \textit{JUL} VI, no. 17 (January 10, 1886); “To Wages Add Profits: Economic Doctrine Not Down in the Books,” \textit{JSP} 1, no. 8 (December 2, 1883).

\textsuperscript{107} There were various meanings of cooperation in play at this time, not all of them theorized in republican terms. For a discussion of these meanings, see Rodgers, \textit{The Work Ethic in Industrial America, 1850–1920}, 40–45; Leikin, \textit{The Practical Utopians}, 4–6, 28. It is worth noting that this republican cooperative movement was not exclusively American and bears strong affinities to European socialist currents at the time. Fink, \textit{Workingmen’s Democracy}, 22–23. John Stuart Mill’s discussion of cooperative enterprises in \textit{Principles of Political Economy} articulates many of the same ideas, and there is evidence that some of the labor republicans were aware of his work. E.g. Ira Steward, \textit{The Eight Hour Movement: A Reduction of Hours Is an Increase of Wages} (Boston: Boston Labor Reform Association, 1865), 9–10. On Mill’s ‘republicanism’ see Urbinati, \textit{Mill on Democracy: From the Athenian Polis to Representative Government}, 155–201.

\textsuperscript{108} On the influence of the Rochdale Pioneers and their transformation in the American context, see Leikin, \textit{The Practical Utopians}, 31–32.

be independent, not just “not poor,” further explains why they tended to identify cooperation with active worker management, not just profit-sharing. As one Knight put it, the advantage of “co-operative industry” over the “wage system” was that “each man can feel that he is a proprietor; when he can feel that he is working for himself and not for a master; when he can feel and know that his brain and muscle weighs equally in the scale.” Terence Powderly said nearly the same thing in 1880, during his first annual address to the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, “the method by which we hope to regain our independence … [is] by embarking in a system of cooperation which will eventually make every man his own master—every man his own employer.”

Ideally speaking, cooperation guaranteed independence in the workplace by inverting the relationship between worker and manager. “To abolish wage slavery and to be our own bosses” generally did not mean rejection of technical expertise or the need for managers. Instead, the principle was that managers would be accountable to workers, “running their own shops, choosing their own directors and overseers.” If the cooperative idea did not reject the need for managerial expertise it did reject the converse – that workers were naturally inferior or lacked the competence to make decisions about the daily workings of the business. It is important to note this aspect of the argument for cooperation. The critics of labor republicanism not only claimed workers had no legal or moral right to demand control over the workplace, they also rejected the idea that labor could exercise this control competently. For labor republicans, however, the connection between cooperative institutions and the idea of independence lay not just in the negative case against subjection to the boss, but also in the positive idea that workers had the capacity for self-government and should be free to develop and exercise these capacities in their daily lives. The positive and negative aspects of the argument were really two sides of the same coin – subjection was wrong because the worker had the positive capacity for independent judgment. “What is it to be a slave?” asked a Knight in the Detroit Labor Leaf, “It is to be a person consciously capable of self-government, and to be, at the same time, subject to the will of another person.” Cooperation appealed to this conscious capability for self-government, imputing it to all workers, in contrast, say, to William Graham Sumner’s famous claim that only “captains of industry” were competent to make economic decisions.

This aspect of the cooperative message carried over into more immediate efforts to exercise control in the workplace that fell short of creating a
cooperative enterprise. For instance, in Wanskuck, Rhode Island an assembly of Knights protested against the hazardous intensification of work. Threatening various collective actions against management, the assembly convinced management to back down, and for a time the Knights assembly was “administering the shop-floor life as a whole, by establishing the pace, cooperation between workers, and evaluation of the final product.” In another example, a local assembly of garment workers at the Riverside Mills in Rhode Island saw management’s decision to remove stools as the last straw in what they called a “whole history of petty tyrannies that they had been subjected to for many weeks past.” The Knights’ threat of organized action forced the return of stools and other concessions. Here again, the assertion of collective control, from within the wage-labor relationship, allowed these Knights to limit their subjection to bosses. When the Knights in Thibodaux, Louisiana organized the strike of cane cutters against the plantocracy, one suspects that workers were drawn to this sense that they should not have to obey passively their overseers and might even one day run things themselves.

Perhaps the most powerful evidence of the connection between cooperation and independence as a positive capacity of self-government is found in the extraordinary initiative of local Knights assemblies in setting up their own cooperatives, often without any initial guidance or help from their national organization. The Knights’ local papers were full of announcements of new cooperatives formed – newspapers and textile mills, coopers and shoe-makers, glass blowers and miners, groceries and farms. Moreover, the Knights spread the cooperative idea to groups that had been excluded from earlier phases of the cooperative movement, including unskilled workers, blacks, and women. Female workers organized their own cooperatives and housewives even applied the cooperative concept to their own work, creating shared housework and purchasing schemes. Here were workers taking seriously the idea that they did not just have to take orders. It is no surprise that cooperation made a quantum leap from prior decades, leading to roughly

118 Quoted in ibid., 20.
119 See description of this episode in the Introduction.
120 Just about every issue of papers like Labor Leaf, Knights of Labor, and John Swinton’s Paper contain such lists. For instance, the August 26, 1885 issue of Labor Leaf reports the earnings from the Industrial Cooperative Association of New England, and notes the activities of the Plymouth Rock cooperative shoe store, the Kingston Co-operative Foundry, and the Co-operative Store of Salem. Or, the November 13, 1886 issue of Knights of Labor reports on the following cooperatives: cigarmakers in Weaverville, Pennsylvania; glassmakers in Des Moines, Iowa; Philadelphia cigarmakers and hatters; Wilmington glass-workers; Frankford textile workers; and women garment workers in Chicago.
121 On this conservative dimension of earlier cooperative efforts, see Leikin, The Practical Utopians, 33–41.
It should be noted that the Knights not only made the idea of cooperation more universal but also changed its scope. A national organization of labor made possible thinking of cooperative production not just as a local activity but also as coordinated economic activity on a national scale. They sometimes referred to cooperation as not just a few experiments but what they called “a universal system of co-operative production” or “integral co-operation:”

not any kind, or any measure, of co-operation will outwork our emancipation from the wage-condition … integral co-operation is the whole or complete organization of production and distribution for the benefit of the whole body of those concerned in the production…. A body of men in integral co-operation … would practically have formed an industrial state, the members of which employing their own labor and consuming their own products would be self-sustaining, therefore independent of the money-market and of the wage-market.]

This view of cooperative production as an “industrial state” stood in contrast to the separate, utopian communities of the early Owenites and Fourierists for whom secession from wider society was a real possibility. The Knights also made thinkable a somewhat more centralizing vision than that of earlier cooperators, who, at most, conceived of city-wide markets. For labor republicans, the purpose of forming smaller cooperatives was so that they would grow, by brute success and by example, into a kind of republican state within a state that could continue to expand:

If those members of the different branches of industry that believe the only solution to the labor question is co-operation, let them come to the front and organize our physical, moral and financial forces into a state within a state, that is, to produce what it becomes necessary to consume according to our natural wants; once accomplished, we would not have to depend on others for a bare living.

Although formation of these local cooperative colonies could happen right away, and its members would immediately be free of the dependence of wage-labor, their wider aim was not separation from society but social transformation. Such colonies were viewed as exemplary instances of the possibilities for a nationally integrated cooperative system. As the Journal put it, they sought to influence such a large body of people as compose this nation, and we seek to bring its government into line with our ideas, we shall have a successful experiment to which we can refer, to emphasize our arguments.

---

123 Leikin, The Practical Utopians, 2.
Cooperative colonies were not worlds unto themselves but inspiring examples of what it would mean to replace wage-labor with cooperation wholesale. Some labor republicans were aware that this integrated cooperative could only permanently succeed on a consciously organized, national basis. It needed the support of a background set of economic conditions, regulated by law, which made each cooperative’s flourishing possible. Powderly summarized these demands, spelled out in greater detail in various platforms,\(^\text{127}\) as “a just and humane system of land ownership, [public] control of machinery, railroads, and telegraphs, as well as an equitable currency system.”\(^\text{128}\) One issue of the *Journal* ran, with approval, a proposal to allow groups of workers to incorporate, issue government-backed debt, and form cooperatives that would be supported by government price and wage controls.\(^\text{129}\) Nationalization of land and public utilities, a people’s bank making credit available to producer cooperatives, and a system of labor legislation all entailed major transformations in property relationships and public regulation. Put another way, cooperation was only a way of eliminating the structural dependence of wage-laborers because it transformed the background structure of production and distribution. The change in this background structure was the condition of possibility for the creation and maintenance of an integrated economy of cooperatives.

At their most ambitious, some labor republicans even proposed creating a parallel cooperative economy that would expand over time. It would have its own public credit system and issue currency notes, based on labor time, usable in markets, created by the Knights, selling only cooperatively produced goods.\(^\text{130}\) The author of “Chapters on Labor” even put forward an “Industrial Constitution” whose articles include the creation of a “federation” of producers whose purpose was to create a “unity of action between all the producers of each State and nation, and afterwards between the producers of the whole world.” It would include a “federal fund,” and a system for providing producers tools and land, as well as a propaganda arm for spreading information and coordinating activities.\(^\text{131}\) Henry Sharpe went so far as to argue that “the Order has arrived at the time when its organization should be at least as complex as

\(^{127}\) The Knights of Labor platform included appropriation of communications and transportation networks, cheap credit, constraints on banks, publicly managed money depositories, health and safety regulations, recognition of unions, redistribution of public lands to “actual settlers; not another acre for railroads or speculators,” eight hours legislation, and a Bureau of Labor Statistics. Many of these were understood as preliminary measures on the way to a truly cooperative system. “Knights of Labor Platform – Preamble and Declaration of Principles.”


\(^{129}\) “Important Action by the U.S. Senate (concluded),” *JUL* 3, no. 4 (1882), 278.


\(^{131}\) “Chapters on Labor: Chapter VII,” *JUL* VI, no. 13 (November 10, 1885), 1119.
that of a State” able to administer a wide variety of programs.\textsuperscript{132} Although this highly integrated version of the cooperative commonwealth remained notional, the much more successful system of boycotting as well as the ethos of buying only Knights-produced goods, was a partial realization of this effort to centrally coordinate economic activity in a way that supported the formation of cooperatives. Closely connected to this idea was the highly contentious issue of a national cooperative fund, run by the Knights of Labor, which would help cooperatives raise capital and compete against non-cooperative enterprises. Originally a voluntary fund, briefly made compulsory, the Knights saw it as a way of drawing on its hundreds of thousands of members to accumulate capital they could not acquire on credit markets or by selling shares. The fund itself was mismanaged from the start, but all accounts of cooperation during this period note that the dramatic growth of cooperatives was a consequence of the Knights’ ability to support them financially and to coordinate buying efforts.\textsuperscript{133}

The eventual failure, though partially attributable to the empirical decline of the Knights, was also linked to the ambiguities of cooperation itself. Many Knights thought that too much centralization or compulsory cooperation threatened the emancipatory aims of cooperation itself, and these views tended to win out in debates about the cooperative fund. Others thought local, decentralized action would be sufficient. This particular problem remained an unresolved puzzle in the cooperative vision of the labor republicans. But, in the broader scope of ideological controversy, it was mostly a family quarrel about means not ends. Nobody disputed that cooperative production was the way of eliminating subjection to employers and of making possible each person’s “capabilities of self-government.”

The argument in favor of cooperation marked an important conceptual shift away from the social assumptions of earlier republicanism. Where the individual producer had been the original instance of economic independence, it was now possible to separate the normative core of that individual’s freedom from its earliest institutionalization. As one labor republican put it, “the remedy does not lie in the direction of a return to the old slow methods of production. But if the workman may not again aspire to a separate business carried on with his own capital in his own little shop, he may reasonably aim at something which would constitute its economic equivalent.”\textsuperscript{134} Not only did the cooperative ideal require distinguishing the free labor of the individual from the individuated assumptions of the small producer, it meant that free labor was established in

\textsuperscript{132} Quoted in Leikin, \textit{The Practical Utopians}, 61.

\textsuperscript{133} On the fate of the fund, see Leikin, \textit{The Practical Utopians}, 44–46. Leikin notes that the Knights’ ability to centralize and coordinate information, capital, and practical assistance was crucial to the cooperatives that did develop. Ibid., 65–83. On the importance of Knights’ centralized “network of support” to the effectiveness of local action, see also the discussion in Levine, \textit{Labor’s True Woman}, 98–101.

\textsuperscript{134} “Labor’s Disadvantage.”
and through each laborer's relations with others, rather than prior to or absent these social relations. That is to say, independence or “non-domination” was no longer conceived as a way of acting without the need to coordinate one’s own labor with others, but rather as equal control over that shared activity. Liberty was a quality of collectively regulated interdependent relations, rather than a legally guaranteed separation from others. In this sense, the cooperative ideal brought to the fore something that had always been true – independence, even of the yeoman farmer, had been predicated on a collective regulation of the production and distribution process. The cooperative principle extended this logic to make labor a kind of public activity. It introduced popular sovereignty into the workplace itself: “[T]here is to be a people in industry, as in government.”

The space of politics itself was redrawn to include the daily relations coordinating the interactions of laborers. That is why, when labor republicans spoke about “a republicanization of labor, as well as a republicanization of government,” they conceived of this republicanization in political terms, not just as an instrument for increasing wages.

The Value of Independence: Free Labor and Free Time

The change in the meaning of independence went hand-in-hand with a new way of thinking about its value. After all, the defense of cooperative production was not a straightforward glorification of work. To be sure, labor republicans held the idle rich in great contempt: “[I]f the wage system were abolished and the equities of co-operation placed in its stead, the vast army of non-producers would vanish, and humanity would be in a better condition.” But their target here was not leisure itself so much as those who lived off the dependent labor of others. In fact, labor republicans saw their conception of cooperative production as intrinsically linked to the quest for more leisure time. The cooperative commonwealth was not merely offered as an alternative community of free and virtuous producers, whose independence contrasted with an aristocratic ideal of slave-holding leisure. Instead, collective control over labor was a first step to gaining control over and expanding free time. The great value of independence was thus not just being able to develop one’s capabilities in work, but also in gaining greater freedom from work. As the Knights put it, the aim of their organization was “to secure to the workers … sufficient leisure in which to develop their intellectual, moral and social faculties … to enable them to share in the gains and honors of advancing civilization.”

It is here that labor republicans believed they were fully resolving the long-standing paradox of slavery and freedom, a paradox that could be articulated

135 Lloyd, Wealth against Commonwealth, 183.
137 Jelley, The Voice of Labor, 255.
in terms of the relationship between production and consumption. One of the
great evils of the existence of a class of dependent laborers was not merely
the denial of the dignity of free production, but also the benefits of all around
consumption. Sylvis presented this reunification of producer and consumer
as a resolution of an ancient historical dilemma, originating with the separa-
tion of society into freeman and slave: “[M]an himself, shall waken from the
trance of ages, and the producer and the consumer, the creator of enjoyments
and he who revels in them, shall be one and indivisible once more.”

But why, exactly, did free labor also mean less labor, and why was free labor not
enough?

One reason they thought leisure was necessary for the development of
individual capacities had to do with machine production. If various capaci-
ties of self-government could be developed in the workplace itself, industry
also routinized work to the point where it could become deadening rather
than self-developing. Moreover, there was more to life than work. There
was a whole series of relationships in which one might develop oneself: “[H]e
who has become citizen, neighbor, friend, brother, son, husband, father, fellow-
member, in one, is just by so many times individualized.” Unstructured time
and opportunities for consumption were thus also essential elements to one’s
all around development. Work was the central thing but not the only thing. Its
burdens could be lightened, and the enjoyment of leisure increased, if the full
promise of machine production were realized.

Yet, if labor republicans were often dazzled by the growth of human pro-
ductivity, they saw its potential used against them rather than for them.

As the author of the “Chapters on Labor” wrote, the Knights’ project is, “to
satisfy more and more every day the ever-increasing wants of mankind with
the least possible effort, which we can accomplish only through the exercise
of industry.” Statements like these signaled a disavowal of the somewhat
more austere republicanism that saw the very demand for material comfort
and cultivation as corrupting “luxe.” Yet they were also distinct from a later
consumerism, which placed a value almost exclusively on the importance of
having more material wealth. Labor republicans saw opportunities both for
the expansion of material consumption and free time, which was why they put
their hopes in a world in which “the laborer shall receive his fair share of the
increasing wealth of the country created by his labor, and his proportionate

139 Sylvis, “Address Delivered at Chicago, January 9, 1865,” 172.
140 “Some Economic and Social Effects of Machinery”; The Master Workman of L A 1573, “An
Essay on the ‘Evils Resulting From Long Hours and Exhaustive Toil’.”
141 Lloyd, Wealth against Commonwealth, 178.
142 “A Sketch of Political Economy, Chapter XI,” JUL V, no. 21 (March 10, 1885), 927; “Chapters
on Labor: Chapter V (Continued)”; “Some Economic and Social Effects of Machinery”;
“Industrial Ideas Chapter IV.”
143 “Chapters on Labor: Chapter I,” JUL VI, no. 3 (1885), 998.
144 On virtue and commerce, see Chapter 5.
share of the leisure which the inventions of the age permit.” Industrial production made some work less attractive, and increased both the appeal and possibility for enjoying free time.

Yet their lived reality remained long hours and low wages. The problem, according to labor republicans, was political not technological. Workers did not control property and thus did not control the impact of labor-saving technologies on their time, activity, and standards of living. Here is where cooperation entered as a solution. As Terence Powderly put it in an address to the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor,

The machine must become the slave of the man, instead of keeping the man in attendance on and subordinate to the machine. A plan of co-operation through which the workingman may control the machine he operates must one day supersede the present system.

Powderly’s point was that workers could only benefit from machine production if they controlled the wealth it produced. The major benefit would be greater wealth with fewer hours of labor. As another Knight put it,

At this rate, then, three and a half hours work would be sufficient to provide him with as much as he receives now for ten hours’ work…. If all men … were their own employers they would naturally benefit by the amount of wealth they produced, but our present wages system permits employers to absorb all the wealth produced, with the exception of a bare subsistence given to the laborer.

The basic reason why cooperative production was linked to free time was that it would allow workers to “absorb” more of the wealth they produced.

Labor republicans worked out this general argument about cooperation and leisure in the language of political economy. Political economy was important because, as an increasingly authoritative discourse, it appeared to say that their project was impossible. For instance, eight-hours legislation was one of the dominant demands of the nineteenth-century labor movement as a whole, and of labor republicans in particular, because it was a first step to reclaiming control over their time. One important argument in favor of this legislation, made famous by Ira Steward, who founded the Boston Eight Hour League, was the seeming paradoxical claim that “a reduction of hours is an increase in wages.” Prevailing political economy suggested this was impossible. There was a fixed wage fund, which limited the level of wages anyhow. But more to the point, reduced hours at a given wage meant lower total wages, pure and

---

146 Terence Powderly, “Opening Address to General Assembly,” KoL 1, no. 27 (October 9, 1886).
147 “Eight Hours a Day,” Labor Leaf II, no. 2 (November 18, 1885), 2.
149 A claim found in various of Steward’s writings and speeches, especially Steward, The Eight Hour Movement: A Reduction of Hours Is an Increase of Wages. Ira Steward, The Meaning of the Eight Hour Movement (Boston: Ira Steward, 1868).
simple. Moreover, fewer hours worked meant less produced overall, and thus a decline in overall wealth; or, if wages did increase then profits declined, which would reduce incentives to produce wealth, again reducing aggregate wealth.\textsuperscript{150} Steward had a number of responses to this argument, some of which led in the more limited direction of arguing that higher wages raised aggregate demand.\textsuperscript{152} But the one that most interests us connected the debate about hours and wages to the political economy of cooperation itself.

For Steward, not to mention other leading Knights,\textsuperscript{152} maximum hours legislation naturally led to cooperation. “Eight Hours reduction will give [laborers] the time necessary, and other questions will follow,”\textsuperscript{153} said Steward. This process of reflection would allow workers to alter their demands. Starting at wanting higher wages they would come to demand the “republicanization of labor” itself.\textsuperscript{154} From “the trial of the Eight Hour system … there will be a call for the Six Hour system” and eventually “with Six Hours a day … all industries will glide naturally and almost insensibly into Co-operation.”\textsuperscript{155} If, on the one hand, maximum hours legislation allowed workers to make more wage demands and eventually demand cooperative control, on the other hand, it was only cooperation that would allow this reduction of hours to be fully compatible with increased levels of consumption. Steward spelled out the reasons why:

We are sometimes asked, “whether we can accomplish as much in Eight hours as in Ten hours?” To this we reply: “Perhaps not, the first day, or even the first year, in some case; though in time, as inventions multiply, we are sure to produce very much more.” But whether we can or cannot is not the question to ask us; it is whether we can get as much of what we do produce\textsuperscript{2}\textsuperscript{156}

In other words, because cooperation was based on workers controlling the full, or at least “fair,” value of what they produced, it would take them fewer hours

\textsuperscript{150} Steward identifies these as the main objections of his adversaries. Steward, \textit{The Meaning of the Eight Hour Movement}.


\textsuperscript{155} Steward, \textit{The Eight Hour Movement: A Reduction of Hours Is an Increase of Wages}, 12.

\textsuperscript{154} Steward, “Poverty,” 434.

\textsuperscript{156} Ibid., 9.
to earn substantially more than they earned during the longer hours of the current system. In this sense, fewer hours meant higher wages.

In fact, the shift to cooperation would ultimately make the standard of “higher wages” obsolete, as the worker would no longer be asking a separate employer to pay him more. As one Knight put it, the point of the cooperative organization of work was “to change the form of demand from increase of wages to participation in profits.”\textsuperscript{157} Or again, on William Sylvis’ account, the change in demand was a change of principle: “[W]e will not only secure a fair standard of wages, but all the profits of our labor.”\textsuperscript{158} In their support, labor republicans regularly observed the enormous wealth of their society as proof that labor was already productive enough to meet everyone’s needs at an ample level, even if hours were reduced.\textsuperscript{159} If anything, they thought, it was surprising that anyone, especially students of political economy, thought it so difficult to both increase leisure time and consumption levels.

The mistake of mainstream political economy, according to labor republicans, was that it accepted some contingent social facts as necessary and then built its laws out of those facts. As the author of ‘Sketches of Political Economy’ wrote:

Although political economy, in its restricted sense, treats only of the laws which govern the production, distribution and consumption of wealth, we shall have frequent occasion to revert to the consideration of subjects previously mentioned.\textsuperscript{160}

The “subjects previously mentioned” were the nature of human liberty and the role of property regimes in advancing or restraining that liberty.\textsuperscript{161} In a sense, labor republicans thought it was true that reducing hours could not increase wages if, in the “restricted sense” of current political economy, one assumed that the labor contract was free and that political economy only pertained to voluntary transactions in markets. But here was the mistake – political economists had assumed what they could not prove: that the labor contract was free. It was not, and thus the laws of political economy described not the general laws of a system of free exchange but a system of domination.

According to labor republicans, the economic laws of a cooperative commonwealth, based on universal independence not wage-slavery, were different. They were based on the full realization of republican liberty and thus the full value of one’s labor. Their political economy aimed to show that a cooperative economy was based on a different system of producing and exchanging value. This use of political economy was an advance over earlier republican

\textsuperscript{157} Fales, “The Organization of Labor,” 558.
\textsuperscript{158} Sylvis, “Address Delivered at Buffalo, N.Y., January, 1864,” 114.
\textsuperscript{159} “A Sketch of Political Economy Chapter I”; “Industrial Ideas Chapter II”; “Chapters on Labor: Chapter V (Continued)”; McNeill, The Labor Movement, 475–6.
\textsuperscript{160} “A Sketch of Political Economy Chapter I,” JUL, May 25, 1884, 699.
\textsuperscript{161} See especially Chapters 1 and 2 of the Sketch. See also “Industrial Ideas Chapter I”; “Chapters on Labor: Chapter I.”
uses. As we saw previous chapter, the early Workies primarily imbued political economy, especially the labor theory of value, with the task of giving scientific expression to the worker’s domination. We have already seen that labor republicans accepted this critical power of the labor theory of value. But they added to it the further role of giving a positive account of how a cooperative economy would function. They felt it necessary to demonstrate that a reduction in hours worked did not necessarily entail a reduction in prosperity—that is, a reduction in the ability to enjoy free time. Through this use of political economy, they sought to articulate the logic of a cooperative commonwealth, and to demonstrate how it made possible each laborer’s independence by, at once, increasing his control over the work process while also increasing his opportunities not to work.

The primary way the labor theory of value served the argument for cooperation was by explaining why cooperation was instrumentally necessary for expanding the amount of free time available to workers. The defining feature of cooperation was that the worker controlled the value he created. That workers were so productive already meant it would take little time to produce those goods each worker and his family personally needed, leaving much more of the day free. That, for instance, is why for Steward the move from the wages to the cooperative system is not just about higher wages but ultimately a transformation of class relations:

the simple increase of Wages is the first step on that long road which ends at last in a more equal distribution of the fruits of toil. For Wages will continue to increase until the Capitalist and Laborer are One.162

While under the wage-system the worker had to spend the whole day working for another to acquire those goods he needs, under the cooperative system the cooperator would “earn” goods of the same value in a much shorter amount of time. He would thus be a producer and consumer, creating wealth and having time and means to enjoy it. Here the labor theory of value, as an account of the time spent working, revealed why cooperative production was necessary to increase leisure time for all workers.

This argument was an essential step in establishing the value of independence. Independence, in the form of cooperative work, was an attractive political value in an industrial setting not just because it stood opposed to forms of economic domination, but also because it expanded the opportunities for self-cultivation. This is what the author of “Industrial Ideas” meant when he said man requires such surroundings as will enable him to develop and progress. These surroundings should be entirely independent of the good-will or caprice of his fellow men. If it be not so, man cannot be said to enjoy liberty.163
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If independence now meant the equally interdependent relations of cooperative producers, it found its value in the free development of each individual. That free development occurred not just in exercise of self-governing capacities at work, but also in the freedom to develop the whole range of capacities when at leisure.

**Conclusion: The Paradox of Slavery and Freedom Revisited**

Over the course of the nineteenth century, the labor republicans developed a novel vision of the cooperative commonwealth. It was novel for being industrial, not agrarian, and for imagining a society of producer cooperatives in which individuals governed themselves at work and cultivated themselves at leisure. This was a new way of conceiving of both the condition of republican liberty and its value as a political ideal. Historians of political thought have noted that the subtraction, addition, and modification of meaning is an inescapable part of putting ideas to use. Absent these conceptual shifts, political ideas remain either irrelevant, vague, or at the very least, incommensurate with the task of persuading actors to act. This chapter has shown us that the labor republicans engaged in this characteristic form of “conceptual innovation.” They were, after all, not professional philosophers but political actors, hoping to persuade hundreds of thousands to support their cause in a dynamic and evolving historical situation. If we take a step back, we recall that it was not just the immediate context of the industrial revolution and the different class interpretations of republicanism that shaped labor republican thinking. They also inherited the much longer standing paradox of slavery and freedom and the related effort to universalize republican liberty.

From the standpoint of this paradox, we can gain a new, more global appreciation of the significance of labor republicanism. It was no mere American exception. Instead, it was an attempt to make sense of wage-labor from the standpoint of an established tradition of thinking about freedom and politics. If that tradition provided the basic evaluative ideas, it was the new historical developments – permanent wage-labor, industrial production, class conflict, new juridical and economic discourses – that forced a clarification and evolution of those concepts. Labor republicans did not merely borrow the moral force of the republican contempt for slavery. They also deepened and modified it by developing an analysis of the structural and personal forms of domination specific to permanent wage-labor. Moreover, by developing the positive argument for cooperative labor, they gave an answer to how republican liberty could be universalized in industrial conditions, not just as a nostalgic
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negation of those conditions. Finally, in the process of identifying economic independence with cooperative production, they gave a new account of the value of that independence – as a condition that made possible self-cultivating leisure, not just free labor.

Historians of political thought have shown that a standard feature of republican thought has been the idea that “it is only possible to be free in a free state.” We might summarize the labor republican contribution by saying that they added the thought that “it is only possible to be free in a free society.” Indeed, to labor republicans, a certain kind of defense of the formally “free state” (i.e., constitutionalism, representative government, and legal equality) had become the means by which a few arrogated to themselves the benefits of liberty, converting the universalizing aspirations of earlier republicans into the basis of a new kind of aristocratic privilege. The original promise of political republicanism had been betrayed and, in certain hands, become a “false idea of liberty … defended by the governing classes!” The paradox of slavery and freedom had been reconstituted under this laissez-faire republicanism.

The labor republicans do not have to have been fully aware of the paradox of slavery and freedom for them to have been part of it. Although sometimes self-conscious that they were part of a grand historical drama, they were just as often concerned entirely with the present. Under the pressures of the moment, labor republicans pushed the republican theory of liberty in unexpected directions. Although their thoughts possessed an internal coherence, they did not have the aims of a system builder beginning from first principles and following out each logical inference. Instead, faced with the fact of industrial wage-labor and the inherited but underdetermined ideal of free labor, labor republicans gradually worked out a series of intermediate steps, regarding the nature of economic domination in industrial capitalism, the role of political economy in analyzing these relations, and the relationship between cooperation, technology, work and leisure. It is only in retrospect that we can reconstruct the coherence as if it were a systematic whole.

At this point, we might be inclined to ask just how universal the labor republican project was. I do not mean how successful it was in practice, but whether it truly sought to eliminate dependent labor. A powerful test of this question lies in their views on women and labor. If women were to perform uncompensated labor for men, then that would leave in place a class of dependent workers, casting doubt on the universality of their vision. A complete study of the role of women in the Knights is beyond the scope of this book,
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but others have done much of the work, leaving us with enough information to draw the following conclusions.\textsuperscript{169} It is undoubtedly true that, until the rise of the Knights of Labor, cooperation was a highly masculine ideal, and presupposed that women would serve a subordinate and separate role.\textsuperscript{170} The economic independence of men was predicated on the domestic service of women. However, the Knights, although they never shed certain ideas about “true womanhood” and female domesticity, were far more progressive in claiming equal political and economic rights and meaningful public roles for women than any organization of the day, not to mention many subsequent labor organizations.\textsuperscript{171} They were the first organization to call for “equal pay for equal work”; they defended female suffrage; they gave women leadership positions within the organization; and they created a bureau of women’s work. Women organized their own Knight assemblies and participated in mixed ones; they formed numerous cooperatives and trade unions; and most of the leading feminists of the day, from Mother Jones to Susan B. Anthony, at some point held membership in the Knights.

The Knights even extended their critique of dependent labor to include housework and domestic service. They were the first to organize domestic servants, nearly all of whom were women. Labor papers recognized “the housekeeping wives of laboring men” as a “class of people” whose working days were sometimes harder and longer than those of their paid husbands.\textsuperscript{172} The Knights were also committed to educating women as citizens, and their reading rooms and papers promoted key feminist works of the day, such as August Bebel’s \textit{Women and Socialism}.\textsuperscript{173} They tended to take women seriously as possessing the same “capacities for self-government” as men.

There is little doubt that the Knights labor culture was often masculine and fraternal,\textsuperscript{174} that women faced sexism, and this sexism was sometimes destructive to the Knights’ efforts to make their appeals truly universal.\textsuperscript{175} But even a brief glance at some of the Knights’ major papers and most significant strikes shows that the logic of their argument was powerful enough not only to draw women to their own, independent action, but also to drive Knights to public
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expressions of support for and pride in the public exercise of power by women. Articles like “What Women Are Doing” described new jobs and social roles for women; “Knights of Labor and Women’s Rights” reminded readers of the Knights’ support for “equal pay for equal work” and for “equal rights for woman, not only in the field of industry, but of legislation”; “The Present Need of Women” told readers that wage-labor oppressed women too; “Organization For Women” celebrated women’s self-organization in strikes and cooperatives; “Women Not Wanted” scorned social conventions not allowing women to go outside unaccompanied by men. One article even noted that women were editing their own bible, based on their own reading and interpretation of the text, which included greater gender equality and sympathy for labor reform. It is also worth recalling support of self-organization and equal rights for women contrasted with the conservative views that employers of women trotted out to, among other things, suppress their participation in strikes and boycotts.

In sum, to the degree Knights did share widespread views of women’s natural difference, they did not tend to think women deserved simply to work for men, and did believe women deserved economic and political independence. The best evidence of the universality of their general message is the degree to which women took it as a sign to act on their own initiative and organize and educate themselves, even against sexist views of some male Knights. Historians who have studied this issue closely have therefore come to the conclusion that, “[t]he Knights’ commitment to equal rights inherently challenged conventional notions of domesticity and woman’s sphere. Yet the Knights simultaneously asserted industrial reform and social renewal in the name of domestic idealism.” These “seemingly contradictory goals” arose from the fact that their arguments about wage-labor and republican liberty were in some tension with an inherited view of “true womanhood.”

In all, although not entirely successful in overcoming certain prejudices, labor republicanism was not just some defensive attempt to defend the craft privileges of white male workers. It was well in advance of much public opinion at the time. The attempt to universalize economic independence was, for a time, a serious project with real bite, bringing housewives and carpet-weavers, black plantation workers, and white shoe makers, together in a single organization with the shared purpose of replacing wage-labor with cooperative production.
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Coda: From Freedom to Virtue

If labor republicans appealed to republican liberty to argue for profound social change, then we should recall that the concept did not always generate such a transformative vision. It is important to mark the difference. Recall from Chapter 1 that the plebs of ancient Rome claimed their freedom in the form of basic concessions. Their *libertas* was defensive, aimed at restricting the most arbitrary forms of power, not offensive, in the sense of radically altering social relations. Of course, to claim this minimal liberty they engaged in numerous offensive actions, most famously the “secessions” of the fifth and fourth centuries BC. It is no stretch to say that when plebeian soldiers “seceded” or fled Rome instead of fighting its wars, they were engaging in some of the earliest recorded general strikes. Livy claimed this withholding of military labor nearly brought down the Roman republic more than once. But the resultant victories were mostly defensive: representation through the tribune, abolition of debt-bondage and basic procedural protections from the magistrates. As one historian of political thought puts it, “for Livy, the tribunes are initially a sort of shield, a largely protective weapon – not a sword, a primarily offensive weapon.”

The original bequest of Roman political theory therefore comes across as rather modest. The plebs were mostly “satisfied with their liberty consisting primarily in the persons and powers of the tribunes and were not terribly interested in moving onto the highest levels of the *cursus honorum* or attaining a more proactive role in shaping their own collective destiny.” A constitutional balance between given social orders guaranteed non-domination. This way of thinking about freedom presupposed a premodern social ontology in which society was formally constituted as separate orders. Recall from Chapter 1 that this is why plebs worried about “the arbitrary power of an order in Roman society, an order with immense material and coercive power that would be otherwise unchecked.” Republican liberty was compatible with radical inequality and strict hierarchy precisely because plebs just sought a space free from arbitrary rule by their superiors.

As in many other areas of political theory, Machiavelli inaugurates the reconfiguration of these inherited ideas by moving in the direction of a more “offensive” republicanism. On the one hand, in his commentaries on Livy, Machiavelli adopts the classical social ontology. He says “since in every republic there is an upper and a lower class, it may be asked into whose hands it is best to place the guardianship of liberty.” One answer, says Machiavelli, is
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that “in the former there is a great desire to dominate and in the latter merely the desire not to be dominated.”\textsuperscript{186} Taken in isolation, this quotation, which neo-republicans have used,\textsuperscript{187} reproduces the defensive picture of republican liberty. But we know that Machiavelli also showed more than just sympathy for the “populares” against the “ottimati,” he sometimes supported quite violent, quasi-revolutionary claims by the poor against privilege.\textsuperscript{188} The liberty of the people here started to mean the conquest of social and economic power, not formal protections.

Machiavelli’s world, however, remains a society of orders. Freedom is either something asserted by lower orders against the upper class, or the product of the clash of orders, but it does not describe the same condition for all. It is only with the reorganization of society into formally free individuals that the independence of each citizen could be conceived as something uniform, equally and universally owed to all. Only then can we imagine someone like William Sylvis looking forward to the day in which “Capitalist and Laborer are One.”\textsuperscript{189} As we have seen, the constitution of society as a body of formal equals is also the historical precondition for the rise of new relations of structural and personal domination against which labor republicans presented their cooperative alternative. Labor republicans claimed their liberty in a fluid, rather than static, social order in which everyone was at least nominally recognized as equally free.

Importantly, labor republicans did not see themselves as making an abstract moral appeal to their betters but as making a demand for practical solidarity among all those members of the dependent, laboring class. The theory of the cooperative commonwealth was in this sense intrinsically connected to a specific sociopolitical practice: that those denied liberty seize it for themselves. Here was the full shift from a “defensive” to “offensive” conception of republican liberty. The transformation of society required forms of social and political cooperation. Such collective action was only possible if workers developed and exercised certain qualities in themselves. They needed not just a conception of liberty but a sense of virtue.
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